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This book is dedicated to:

All the children, big and small, who have played with us, talked to us,  
and inspired us. 

Those who have taught us about the healing power of stories.  
To all the children who will someday listen to these stories. 

To our families and friends who share love, laughter and tears with us.  
To our Heavenly Father who loves us all. 

May those who know pain and are in need of hope find it in these stories.

At Jelly Beanz, we believe children should be free. Free to live. To 

love. To learn. To play and to grow, knowing that they matter. 

Jelly Beanz provides individual, group and family therapy to 

children who’ve suffered trauma and abuse, develop therapeutic 

tools and treatment programmes and provide training to 

professionals and communities who work within the child 

protection and mental health sector.
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“By the fireside, after eating, my mother often told us wonderful stories. 
They were more than stories – they carried with them important 

lessons.”

“My father once told stories of historic lessons. These stories stimulated 
my childish imagination and usually contained some moral lesson.”

Nelson Mandela, Long Walk to Freedom (1995: pages 2 & 12)

Children are exceptional in their ability to use imaginative storytelling to 
process life events when they don’t have the words or the pictures in their 
heads to articulate their feelings.  Adults also use stories either in the written, 
visual, or auditory form to assist with processing life experiences.  Stories 
about imaginary figures who experience challenges and seek resolutions, help 
us consider solutions, resources, and actions we could apply to our own lives, 
at both conscious and unconscious levels.  Sometimes the messages are not 
immediately understood or used but ‘percolate’ away at a level not always part 
of conscious thought.  This is true of both adults and children.

Children need stories to identify with the central figures, and which fire interest 
and imagination.  Stories may also open communication possibilities between 
caregivers and children, between therapists and children, between educators and 
children, and between children themselves.  As a mother, grandmother, aunty 
and therapist, storytelling is integral to my interaction with children within all 
those relationships and has contributed abundantly to their lives and my own. 

‘Rainbows of Hope: Healing Stories for Africa’s Children’ is more than a book of 
stories for children and others. It is a thoughtful, beautifully illustrated vehicle 
for whoever needs to read stories that bring a sense of optimism and healing. 

Dr Joan van Niekerk
Child Rights and Protection Consultant
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The healing power of stories
“Stories are medicine” – Clarissa Pinkola Este

Children make up more than half the population of South Africa.  Around 
two-thirds of these children live in poverty.  For these children, just getting 
something to eat, finding a pencil to do homework, staying warm on a cold 
day or dry on a rainy day is a never-ending struggle.  

Life for these children is a battle to survive physically and emotionally.  In 
these circumstances, they are more vulnerable to being abused or exploited 
sexually, more likely to become victims of violence and crime, and they 
have a higher rate of HIV infection.  They are prone to drop out of school 
and suffer psychological problems.  Those without adult caregivers and 
those who are separated from their parents are even more vulnerable.  And 
these children are the most vulnerable when confronted with disasters such 
as the Covid19 pandemic.  

Ironically, the children most in need of mental health services will never 
have access to such services.

Yet, let us not forget that Africa has a strong tradition of healing through 
creating community and telling stories.  For centuries, stories have 
imparted knowledge, values, moral lessons, and collective wisdom.  Today, 
stories still have the power to instil hope, create meaning and provide 
emotional support for vulnerable children and youth.  Stories can be 
a powerful tool for healing.  Therapeutic storytelling has become well 
established in the psychological treatment of children.  Healing occurs not 
only in a therapist’s office but also wherever a child feels safe, cared for, 
and supported.  Healing takes place within the safe relationships you can 
provide.  You can walk alongside a child on their journey of healing. 
This book is a collection of healing stories.  These stories are written by 
therapists who work in the field of trauma and abuse and use these in 
therapy with hurting children.  We trust these stories will offer hope to 
children who know pain.  

Let the healing for Africa’s Children begin.

Marita Rademeyer and Edith Kriel 
2021
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How therapeutic stories may be helpful  
for children
This book is filled with therapeutic stories for everyone to share and enjoy.  
It includes a range of healing messages about struggles children may have. 
In this book, there is no ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ story for a child.  Stories have 
the power to communicate healing messages to children. The power lies in 
the story. And each of us will take from the story that which we need to 
hear. Reading the story with the child is enough to communicate a healing 
message.  There is no need for the child to discuss or analyse the story.  Older 
children can read the stories for themselves if they wish.

Should you feel it important to discuss the story with the child, encourage 
the child to speak while you listen.  You can ask questions like: “What did you 
like about the story”, “What did you find helpful in the story?”, “What didn’t 
you like in the story?”, “Is there anything you would like to change about the 
story?” Of course, the child may not interpret the story as you do, or they may 
hear different messages in the same story.  Don’t insist on a specific message; 
let the story help the child in whichever way they need.  Listen to what the 
child understands from the story, as this may give you clues about how the 
child understands his or her world and trauma.  Listen carefully as the child is 
sharing something very precious with you. 

Please read the stories to children one by one over time – do not read them 
all at once as then the messages will be lost to children.  Some children 
may ask to hear a story many times over.  Stay with that story, as it holds 
a powerful healing message.  Children can tell you when they are ready to 
move on to another story.  Some children may want to listen to the story 
in little bits.  For some children you may need to summarise the story.  But 
please don’t use the stories to test children’s attention or comprehension.  The 
objective of the stories is to draw out the child, to gain a glimpse into their 
inner world, and to offer the means of healing.

And no matter how big or small we are, we are all Africa’s children.
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Squircle – the wonderful 
round box
Author: Edith Kriel
Artwork: Marina Rademeyer

O
nce upon a time there was a round box called Squircle who lived in Shape Land. Now, 
all the other boxes that lived in Shape Land were square. But Squircle was round so 
he always felt a little different from the other boxes. Yes, he looked different on the 
outside because he was round and the others were square. But he also felt he was very 

different on the inside. He just didn’t know what made him feel different!

The other boxes often laughed at Squircle. They didn’t talk to him, they just called him names 
and they left him out of their games. This made Squircle feel really bad. He thought there must 
be something badly wrong with him.

Sometimes Squircle sat all by himself, away from the other boxes. But sometimes he tried very 
hard to look and act just like the other boxes. First he tried to make to make his round body 
look like a square box. He pulled in his round tummy as much as he could and he sucked the air 
out of his round cheeks. When he did this, the other boxes sometimes let him play with them. 
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But he couldn’t jump or run fast because he had to keep pulling in his tummy 
and sucking in his cheeks. 

No matter how much he tried to be like the other boxes, Squircle still felt 
different. He hated feeling different but what could he do?

One night when all the other boxes in Shape Land were asleep, Squircle was still 
wide awake. He looked at the neat rows of squares and then he looked at his 
round body and gave a big sigh. He couldn’t stand it any more so he sneaked 
outside to go for a walk in the dark. He hoped the walk would make him tired so 
he could fall asleep and forget his troubles.

As Squircle was walking down the path, he tripped and fell over a rock. 
He got up slowly, rubbing the sore places on his body. There was a hole in 
his chest where the box had torn a little – and he noticed something very 
strange. There was a very powerful and beautiful light shining out of the 
hole! He put his hand over the hole and the light went dim but it was still 
there. When he took his hand away the light shone brightly again. In fact, it 
shone so brightly that the moon thought the sun was rising in Shape Land.

Squircle felt very confused. He’d never seen a light like this in the other 
boxes. Why did he have a light inside him? What was it all about? He didn’t 
want the other boxes to see the light or they would just tease him even more. 
So day after day he kept the light hidden. He didn’t tell anyone or let anyone 
see it. It was hard work keeping the light covered and Squircle got really 
exhausted but he didn’t want the others to know about his inside light.

One night, all the boxes in Shape Land were sleeping. It was a very dark 
night and the moon was nowhere to be seen. A little baby box woke up in 
the middle of the night. She couldn’t see in the dark and she couldn’t find 
her Mommy so she started to cry. Squircle heard the crying and went over 
to comfort the baby but nothing he said made the baby feel better, and she 
cried even louder.

Squircle wasn’t sure what to do. Then he had an idea: “Maybe the baby will 
stop crying if I shine my light”. Slowly he took away the hand that covered 
the hole. The baby box became quieter and put out her hand to touch 
the light. Soon, she was making happy sounds. While Squircle was 
shining the light, he didn’t notice that 
some of the other boxes had come to 
see why the baby was crying. They saw 
what he was doing. As soon as he noticed 
they were there, he tried quickly to 
cover up the light. But it was 
too late! All the boxes had 
seen the light. Squircle felt 
ashamed and scared. He 
waited for the other boxes to 
start calling him names and 
teasing him…
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Then a strange thing happened. One box stepped forward and said, 
“Your light is wonderful, Squircle”. Another said, “Your light can help 
us when it’s very dark.” Squircle was amazed that the other boxes 
weren’t teasing him. They could see he had a really special talent – he 
was the only box in Shape Land with a light. 

And now, if you go to Shape Land you can see all the wonderful 
things Squircle is doing. He shines his light when the moon wants a 
night off. He is the spotlight when the boxes put on a play. He gives 
off a wonderful glow for all the young boxes who are afraid of the 
dark. And on cold winter nights he uses his light to warm everyone.

But the most wonderful thing is that Squircle knows it doesn’t 
matter what you look like on the outside. It doesn’t matter if you are 
different from others. What really matters is what you are like on the 
inside. Inside you are all the wonderful things that make you YOU!

If you know and believe that it’s good to be who you are, you will 
truly shine.

10
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Look for a small 
miracle every day
Author:  Else Röhrs

Artwork: Fredeliz Steynberg



O
nce upon a time, many years ago, there was a giraffe called 
Gijima who was different from the other animals. She was 
always running and rushing around. She never stood still, she 
was always in a hurry, and she expected the other animals to 

rush everywhere and do everything in a hurry just like her. Gijima was 
exactly the right name for her because it means to run fast and hurry, 
in isiZulu, one of the languages of South Africa.

Gijima had longer legs and a longer neck than any of the other animals 
so she could reach the juicy leaves right at the top of the trees – the 
juiciest, most delicious leaves of all. Gijima had plenty for herself but 
she never shared with the shorter animals. She never had time to notice 

if the other animals needed anything. Because she 
was always rushing she never stopped to chat so 

she didn’t really know much about the other 
animals. She didn’t know about their kindness 
to one another and the things they shared.

Gijima never went down to the river to drink with 
the other animals. When they asked her why, 

she said: “I don’t have time! If I go to the 
river I have to spread my legs really wide 
and bend a long way down to drink the 

water. That’s a waste of time. It’s quicker to 
lick the dew off the leaves when I’m thirsty.”

Why was Gijima always in a hurry? Nobody knew 
why, not even Gijima herself. All the rushing made 
Gijima difficult to live with. In fact, she was so 
busy rushing around that she didn’t have any 
friends so her life was really boring.

One day, Gijima was rushing around as usual 
so she didn’t notice a meerkat hole in the 
path. She stumbled and fell and because she 
had such a long way to fall she landed with 
a very big thump! As Gijima lay there, still a 
little shocked from the fall, she saw Sebi the 
dung beetle pushing a ball of dung at top 
speed. She’d never seen a dung beetle before. 
“Wow, who are you and what are you doing?” 
she asked. “I’m Sebi the dung beetle. I roll this 
ball of dung all day long and one day I’ll lay 
my eggs in it”, said Sebi. Gijima was amazed. 
Next thing, she saw a long row of ants running 
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along, each carrying a little bit of food. The 
tiny ants were working together to collect 
enough food for the whole ant colony. 
Everyone was helping.

Gijima lay on the ground, studying all the 
little creatures she’d never noticed before. 
Tortoise came past very slowly and stopped 
to chat. He was very surprised to see Gijima 
not rushing around. He asked her: “What 
are you doing down on your knees and what are 
you looking at?” Gijima replied, “I never knew there were so 
many little creatures living on the ground. I guess my head 
was always too high in the trees and I was always in too much 
of a hurry to notice.” While Gijima was talking to Tortoise, she 
noticed other little creatures – the spider spinning her web, 
the butterflies hovering around the flowers, the grasshoppers 
hopping and the praying mantis praying.

“Gijima,” said Tortoise, “Look for a small miracle every day! 
Spend a little time every day looking around you. Stand still, 
take some nice deep breaths, then look around and notice 
what you can see and smell and hear.  
If you slow down you’ll notice many small miracles happening 
around you every day.” Gijima had a hard time standing up 
but once she was up, she stood still and thought about what 
Tortoise had said.

It’s many years since Gijima tripped in the meerkat hole 
and listened to the wise words of old Tortoise. She learned 
a valuable lesson that day. She no longer rushes around 
everywhere. She takes time to notice those around her. 
She goes to the river to drink with the other animals. She 
notices the tiny little fish swimming in the river, the frogs 
jumping from leaf to leaf, and the pretty dragonflies that go 
zooming past. Gijima has realised that there are many miracles 
happening around her every day. She seems 
much more peaceful nowadays.

The other animals soon noticed how 
much Gijima had changed. They could 
see that the name Gijima did not suit 
her any more. And so they renamed 
her Nokuthula, which means Mother 
of Peace.
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The rainbow who didn’t 
want to show his colours
Author:  Alida van der Mescht

Artwork: Jessica Turner

R
icky the rainbow had beautiful colours – seven beautiful bright colours – and he had a 
very important job. When the clouds started fighting and things got bad in the sky, Ricky 
tried to make them smile again by showing them his sparkling shiny colours.  He wanted 
everyone to feel better and forget they were mad or sad.

Most of the time the clouds got on well, but every now and again they started to argue. Nor-
mally the argument didn’t last long and they moved on as if nothing had happened. Sometimes 
the clouds were happy to see Ricky’s colours so they stopped fighting. That’s when Ricky the 
rainbow felt he was doing a good job. 
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Then things changed. The clouds started to have serious arguments, they started to fight and 
shout at each other. They made so much noise that even the people on earth could hear them. 
The people on earth called it thunder.

Ricky the rainbow hated it when the thunder crashed and bashed, bashed and crashed. It 
sounded so dangerous that he got really worried. The fighting also made him feel guilty. Why 
guilty? You see, he felt it was his job to stop the clouds fighting. But when he tried to show 
them his beautiful colours, they didn’t stop to look. Maybe it was his fault they were fighting. 
Maybe they were even fighting about him. That’s what he felt. 

Sometimes, the fighting ended in tears. The clouds would move away from each other and cry 
and cry and cry. When the clouds are crying, people on earth call it rain. If there’s too much cry-
ing it causes flooding on earth and that means big trouble. 

One day, after a really bad fight among the clouds, Ricky the rainbow started to feel sad. He 
wanted to make everyone feel okay again, and he was tired of trying. He couldn’t get his rain-
bow colours to sparkle and shine. Everything was so dull and grey and Ricky felt sad and scared. 
He looked up to the sky and shouted out, “What’s happening to me? My colours are all grey and 
dull and mucky. How can I make everyone feel better when I look like this? I can’t do my job - 
I’m letting everyone down!” Then he burst into tears and cried and cried and cried. 

He was surprised when all of a sudden the sky started talking! Ricky the rainbow had never heard 
the sky talk. He’d heard stories about the sky talking but he’d never ever heard it with his own 
rainbow ears. The sky said, “Ricky, I can see that you are going through a hard time. Your colours 
are all muddled up and you have lost your sparkle. Why don’t you tell me what’s on your mind?”

Ricky couldn’t stop crying while he talked to the sky. He told the sky, “It’s all too much! Before, 
when the clouds had a big fight I could always make them smile by showing them my beautiful 
sparkly colours but that isn’t working anymore! I feel bad because I can’t do my job anymore and 
I feel very sad and very scared” Then the sky asked Ricky, “Why do you think you feel so sad? Take 
your time and think about it.” Ricky stopped crying for a minute to say, “The clouds fight all the 
time and I‘m really tired of trying to make them feel better. I don’t know what to do.” 

The sky responded in a calm voice, “Please listen to me, Ricky. It’s not your job to fix the clouds. 
That’s not your responsibility. It is very important for you to know that. The clouds fight because 
of their own stuff, it’s got nothing to do with you. You don’t have to feel guilty or responsible 
for what the clouds do. You are a rainbow and you must do rainbow things!”

Ricky thought about this for a while. What did the sky mean by saying, “You’re a rainbow, and 
you must do rainbow things”? Ricky thought about the things he did from day to day.  Most 
days he waited and waited and if the clouds started fighting and the rain came, he showed his 
beautiful rainbow colours to make things better. But then look what happened: the fights and 
the sad feelings made all his colours look grey and dull and he lost his sparkle. 

Suddenly Ricky understood what sky was telling him. He was Ricky the rainbow and he needed 
to do rainbow things for himself – for fun. It wasn’t his job to fix unhappy feelings and make 
the clouds happy. That wasn’t his responsibility. 

But it was hard for Ricky to think about rainbow things that made him feel good. How could 
he do rainbow things if there were no clouds fighting and no rain in the sky? How could he do 
rainbow things when the sun was shining? He spent time thinking and thinking and then he tried 
some things. 
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One hot day Ricky spent some time under the sprinkler on a school soccer field. Soon he was 
dancing happily under the drops of water and a few children came to join him. They danced 
through the water, laughing and having fun with Ricky.  Another hot day Ricky spent time under 
a waterfall on the mountain, dancing in the spray. And the more he danced, the more his colours 
sparkled and shone! No more dull grey, but red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet, the sev-
en beautiful colours of the rainbow. Everyone walking on the mountain path stopped to look and 
they smiled to see Ricky the rainbow dancing in the waterfall.  

Yes, the clouds still had fights up above, but Ricky knows it isn’t his job to fix the clouds, his 
job is to be a rainbow. And he really loves his job, it makes him happy. And he can see that his 
happiness makes others feel good as well!



A storm in the forest

O
nce upon a time some tall trees lived together in the forest.  There were huge Wild Fig trees 
with flat tops, shiny Marula trees, majestic Baobab trees. The trees stood tall and strong and the 
tallest of all was the old Baobab tree. The trees gave food and shelter to all the birds and animals 
of the forest. Birds made their nests in all the trees, mice scurried under the Marulas, and all day 

long the fruit bats hung upside down in the Wild Fig trees.  The trees felt lucky to be growing in such a 
safe and beautiful forest. 

One day a gentle breeze started to blow through the forest. Soon the gentle breeze became a  
rough wind that shook the trees and tore off their leaves. And before long the rough wind became 
a powerful storm that roared through the forest. Lightning flashed. Thunder crashed across the sky. 
Rain drummed on the ground and made new rivers in the forest. The young trees were shaking with 
fear.  All the trees were afraid.  Really afraid. Would the storm never end?

After a long time the storm came to end and the forest was quiet again. The trees stood broken  
and bare. Wet leaves and broken branches blocked the paths. The birds and animals of the forest 
lost their homes and hiding places. Bits of nests were blowing in the wind and no birds sang.  
Everywhere there was damage and sadness - and such a big mess! 

Author:  Edith Kriel

Artwork: Roy Janse van Rensburg
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The trees were scared and sad. They had no leaves to give shade by day and keep them warm at 
night. They had lost some branches. And the youngest Baobab had been uprooted by the storm. 
What next? What could they do to fix the forest and make it safe again? 

Listen to what happened next. Each tree reacted to the disaster in a different way. Some trees  
stopped talking to one another and kept quiet. Some trees did talk to each other but they soon 
started arguing and shouting so that didn’t help. A few even stopped growing in case the wind and 
the storm came back again. 

Soon it was springtime, the time for new growth. But this year was different. The trees were so sad, 
they could not grow leaves and blossoms and berries and fruit, so they could not make shade and 
safe places for birds and animals. All summer the trees stayed bare, the birds did not build nests or 
lay eggs, so there were no cute little baby birds. And there were no lively young animals playing 
hide-and-seek. All the trees and the animals of the forest were so sad. 

Right in the middle of the devastation stood the wise old Baobab tree. Yes, she had lost some 
branches when lightning struck, but she was still the tallest tree in the forest. She remembered the 
days when the forest was a beautiful peaceful place and all the trees felt safe and happy. The wise 
old Baobab really wanted to help the other trees feel better again. She tried and tried to think of 
a good plan. But she couldn’t come up with a good plan alone, on her own. So she decided to ask 
the Wild Fig tree for help. This is what she said to him, “Do you remember the times when the forest 
was full of life and happiness? I really miss those times – don’t you?” The Wild Fig said, “Of course I 
remember. I had hundreds of fruit bats to keep me company all day until they zoomed off to hunt. 
I miss them!” Then the Marula tree joined in. She said, “I loved having nests in my branches. I really 
miss all the birds! And the stripey fieldmice playing around” Other trees joined in too, like a chorus: 
“What can we do? What can we do?” 

That’s how all the trees started talking to one other. They talked about their sad feelings, how 
scared they were in the storm, how they missed the days when the forest felt happy and safe. They 
talked and talked, and listened and listened. They all had a turn.  After a while, they realised, “We all 
feel sad and we all want to feel better.” 

The wise old Baobab tree listened to all the talking trees. She understood what was happening. The 
trees were already doing something to feel better. When it was her turn to speak the wise old Baobab 
told the other trees, “We already have a plan to help us feel better. And we have already started using 
the plan”.  “What do you mean?” asked the other trees. The wise old Baobab answered, “We have start-

ed to talk to one another again. We are sharing what’s in our hearts. That 
will help us to start feeling better again.” The other trees thought about it 
for a while and then they agreed, “Yes, you are right! We are all starting to 
feel better now that we have started to share our feelings.”

Sure enough, as the trees carried on talking to one other they 
all began to feel better, a little bit at a time. The talking 

helped them come up with good ideas like sharing 
the sun, holding each other’s branches up if they 
got heavy, and growing new leaves. 

And as time went by the trees had plenty of green leaves and fruit, 
the animals came back and played in the shade, and many of them 

built nests. And if you visit the forest today you will see beautiful, tall, 
strong trees who have made it through the storm, together. 
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The spotty, jumbled  
mixed-up jellybean
Author: Edith Kriel
Artwork: Jacques Nortjé

In a land nearby, not so long ago, 
lived a big bright bag of jellybeans –
Sweet and shiny, they were 
All the colours of the rainbow:

‘Yellow’ Bean was the happy one, 
full of smiles and giggles too. 
‘Green’ Bean had scary feelings 
and sometimes didn’t know what to do. 
‘Blue’ Bean would share his sad emotions, 
talking quiet as a mouse.
‘Pink’ Bean was full of anger, 
stomping loudly around the house! 

‘Purple’ Bean, the jealous type,
was always saying things aren’t fair.
And ‘Red’ Bean was the silly one, 
always getting in your hair.

But one special jellybean,
Was someone the others didn’t know.
He liked to hide away,
Where his colours didn’t show.  
For he had spots of every colour, 
Sprinkled from head to toe!
He was a jumble of all the feelings,
Feelings that always seemed to grow.
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 His feelings were the messiest,
and it just wasn’t any fun!
He was mad-sad-bad-and-scared –
all the feelings wrapped into one.

Some days, his feelings got so big
That he simply couldn’t say – 
The icky, sticky feelings 
Were oozing in his way.
Feelings that grew and grew
Until his insides felt like glue.
So he’d shout, kick, or scream
Or stay frozen to the spot!
With no clever words to let them out,
They kept adding to his worry dots.

Yellow said: “Don’t worry so much, 
just relax and give a smile.” 
Green suggested he take some deep,
calming breaths for just a little while.
Blue whispered: “When I’m sad, 
I like to feel my soft and fluffy gown”.
Pink added: “What calms me down,
Is finding the words to explain my frown!”

But our mumbly, jumbly  mixed-up jelllybean
Just sighed – and said:
“None of you understand 
what’s happening in my head!”

“When these big, big feelings come,
My head, my heart and my body …
They all go kinda numb!
Then I do things 
I’ve never done before.
Like kicking at the door,
Or stamping on the floor!”

“When that happens,
It seems like I don’t care who I hurt
But let me tell you something,
Later, it makes me feel like dirt.”

“We hear you!”, they chorused.
“But little spotty bean,

We’re all here to help you find out
What your feelings mean.”

“What is it that you need to help you,
When your feeling are so tough?
We really don’t want you to feel,
Like things are always rough.”

Jumble said, “I just can’t find the words,
To explain my insides in a simple way.”
The other beans said: 
“We must try something,
Because we all want to go and play.”

“Well”, he said, “I’m spotty.
I’m yellow, blue and green, and
Pink and purple too. 
Let me tell you some helpful things
That all of you can do.”

“One day, a hug may help
Or just sitting quietly with me.
Somedays, it might be 
Swinging in a tree 
Or just sharing a cup of tea.
Some cloudy days, 
I may need time alone.
To draw pictures on my own
 or just looking at the stones.”

“I don’t always know the words
To share the mixed-up, muddled me
But I know, I’m just like you –
Even if my insides you cannot see.
Sometimes, I may jump or shout,
Or get frozen on the spot.
I’m filled with yelllow, green, 
Pink and blue,
And lots of purple dots!
But just love me for myself, 

With my spots and jumbles too. 
Because, even with my mixed-upness,
One thing’s sure: I’ll always love you.”
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M
ouse lived with his family in a barn on a big farm. Mouse really liked living on the 
farm. There were lots of mice and other friendly animals to play with. Mouse’s best 
friend was Pinky, a very small pink piglet who lived in the pigsty next to the barn. 
Mouse often went to play with Pinky. There was always lots of food in the pigsty and 

Pinky’s mother, Bella, always said, “Please just help yourself.”
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The journey of Mouse 
Author:  Edith Kriel and Else Röhrs

Artwork: Jane Knight
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One night, Mouse wanted to visit Pinky for some food and a chat. On the way, 
he met Spider, busy spinning her web. Mouse was a little afraid of Spider until 
Spider started chatting and was really friendly. But something happened to Mouse, 
something bad, while he was chatting to Spider. Mouse knew that what happened 
was wrong – very wrong. Spider did something that was just not okay. Spider told 
Mouse: “It’s our secret and if you dare tell anyone, you will lose your sense of smell. 
Then you’ll be in big trouble. You won’t be able to find food any more, and you’ll get 
hungry and thin!”

Mouse ran away from Spider as fast as he could. He was so frightened that his long 
tail stood up completely straight and his eyes were wide. Mouse felt scared because 
of what happened with Spider. He felt scared because Spider said it was a secret. He 
felt scared he would lose his sense of smell if he told the secret. But he knew Mother 

Mouse often told him, “Don’t keep any secrets, son – never be afraid 
to tell me.” So he decided to go and tell Mother Mouse.

Mouse was in such a hurry that he didn’t look where 
he was going. He ran straight into Spider’s big sticky 
web. “Oh no!”, thought Mouse, “Spider knew I was 

going to tell, and now she’s caught me in her 
web.” Next thing, Spider came close to Mouse and 
said in a big gruff voice, “Be careful, little Mouse. 
I’m watching you. Remember, bad things will 

happen if you tell our little secret!”

Mouse was so scared that he started shaking and it 
was really hard to untangle himself from Spider’s web. 

Mouse scurried off to his mouse hole and all night long 
he lay shivering in his little bed. He pulled the blanket 
over his head, but even that didn’t make him feel safe. 
He had terrible nightmares about hungry mice trapped in 
enormous sticky spider webs.

The next morning Mouse didn’t want to get out 
of bed. He just wanted to hide under the 

blankets. He didn’t want the other farm 
animals to see him. He was sure 

all the animals would see 
that something wrong had 
happened to him. He wanted 

to tell Mother Mouse but what 
if he lost his sense of smell?

That day Mouse stayed inside by himself. 
He didn’t want to play with anyone. He felt 

as if he didn’t fit in with the others any more. He 
felt sad and stupid and bad and he had a terrible 
pain in his tummy. He thought, “What if the others 
can see what happened to me? What if it happens 

again? I’m really scared of Spider so I’m scared to 
tell my mother.”
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Mouse stopped going to play with Pinky and his other friends and he didn’t 
go to mouse school any more. Sometimes he crept out of his hole at night 
to look for food but he didn’t want anyone to see him. If he heard animals 
laughing, he always thought, “Everyone is laughing at me because I’m really 
good-for-nothing”. These awful, sad feelings went on for quite a long time, 
and Mouse got thinner and thinner.

Late one night Mouse went out to look for food. He crept past the pigsty 
but Pinky was awake. She jumped up and said, “Mouse, my friend, I’m so 
happy to see you. Where have you been? I miss playing with you. You look 
terribly sad and down. What’s the matter?” Mouse said nothing. He just 
thought, “See, even Pinky says I’m terrible”, and he started to cry.

Mouse cried and cried and cried. He felt so sad and worthless and the pain 
in his tummy just wouldn’t go away. Pinky was so upset she started to cry 
too. The crying woke up Pinky’s mother and she came to see what was going 
on. She found Pinky staring at Mouse with tears in her eyes, not knowing 
what to do or say. Mouse was still sobbing and sobbing. So Pinky’s Mom sat 
down next to Mouse and asked him gently, “What’s the matter, Mouse? Why 
are you crying? What’s the problem?”

Mouse remembered Spider’s words, “Bad things will happen to you if you 
tell anyone about our secret.” He was scared to tell the secret but Pinky’s 
Mom kept on saying, “Please tell me what’s the matter.” She was kind and 
she seemed to care about him so Mouse told her about the wrong thing that 
happened with Spider. It was really hard to say the words but he was brave. 
She listened very carefully and then she told Mouse, “Spider did the wrong 
thing and not you. It wasn’t your fault. I’m sorry Spider was so mean and 
horrible to you and I think you were very brave to tell me about it.”

Mouse felt a little better after telling the secret. The pain in his tummy was 
not so bad any more. Pinky’s Mom went on: “Spider doesn’t have power over 
you. Telling the secret can’t make you lose your sense of smell. Spider was 
just trying to trick you so you wouldn’t tell the secret. You’ve got lots of 
friends on the farm and we all love you so don’t be scared of Spider’s tricks 
and don’t let him tell you what to do.”

Mouse looked up at Pinky’s Mom’s kind face and he thought to himself, 
“Maybe she’s right. Spider has tricked others before me and we were all 
afraid to tell. But I’m not going to let Spider make me think bad 
things about myself. No way! Something wrong happened to 
me but that doesn’t mean I’m a bad mouse. No way! I’m a 
good mouse, in fact I’m a marvellous mouse”.

Mouse gave Pinky’s Mom a mousy hug and  
Pinky smiled happily at the two of them.  
Mouse was so glad he’d shared the secret. 
Now he felt much better – he knew he was 
Marvellous Mouse! Nobody could make him 
believe any different.
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Learning to fly high 
Author:  Edith Kriel in collaboration with Joan van Niekerk

Artwork: Roy Janse van Rensburg
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I
n a tree nearby there is a sparrow’s nest with a single pale blue egg. Mommy and 
daddy sparrow are waiting and watching for the egg to hatch. They are very excited 
when the egg cracks open and their little baby sparrow peeks out. She looks funny 
because her feathers haven’t grown yet so she is bald, but they love her just the way 

she is. Mommy and daddy spend a lot of time looking for food for little baby sparrow 
and feeding her in the nest.  All day long they bring seeds and little crunchy insects and 
sometimes a juicy little caterpillar – her favourite! Baby sparrow is always hungry. She 
opens her beak wide and squawks and squawks until she gets fed. Can you believe it, 
mommy and daddy feed baby sparrow three or four meals every hour.  No wonder she 
grows so quickly. 

Baby sparrow is very comfortable in the fluffy little nest. She feels really safe even 
when it’s windy. She watches other birds flying around, sparrows, starlings, doves, even 
the noisy hadedas, but there’s no way she wants to leave the nest. Then one morning 
mommy and daddy sparrow say to her, “Little one, you are old enough to learn how to 
fly”. Little sparrow feels very nervous. Flying is such a big big challenge! One minute she 
tells herself ‘You’ll never ever be able to fly –  you’ll get hurt if you try!” But the next 
minute she tells herself, “Don’t be silly. You have to  
fly. You’re a bird and that’s what birds do.” So she makes a plan. Every morning she 
wakes up super early and she does exercises to make her little wings stronger. She flaps 
her wings backwards and forwards, backwards and forwards. She wants to make her 
wings super strong so it will be easier to jump out of the nest and start flying. Every 
day her wing muscles get stronger – and at the same time her pretty little feathers are 
growing. She’s not bald any more, she looks like a sparrow.

One morning just before sunrise, little sparrow hears her mommy singing, “Wake up, 
wake up,  little girl sparrow, today is the day you become a big girl sparrow. Today is 
the day you will fly in the air!” So the day has come. Little sparrow feels ready for the 
challenge. Her wings are nice and strong and it’s time to be brave! She stands on the 
edge of the nest, closes her eyes, takes a deep breath and JUMPS! Her wings go flap flap 
flap and her muscles are burning but it doesn’t help. She falls down down down to the 
ground and lands with a big PLOP! She sits on the ground for a while, feeling confused. 
She says, “I flapped my wings as fast as I could, I did everything right, so why didn’t I 
fly? She starts to cry. She also starts to feel scared because she’s down on the ground. 
Mommy and daddy sparrow warned her about dangers on the ground – cats and crows 
and other creatures that like to eat little sparrows. To be safe, she has to find a hiding 
place in a hurry. 

Little sparrow finds a little space between two big rocks, so tiny that only a little 
sparrow can fit. It’s not soft and comfortable like the nest but it makes her feel safe and 
it takes away some of the scary feelings.  But she can’t hide on the ground for the rest 
of her life – after all, she’s a bird and birds can fly! She needs to work out how to do this 
flying thing.  

Little sparrow notices a big tree not far from her hiding place and sees a way to practise 
flying. She can climb up onto a low branch and then jump off, flapping her wings. It’s 
not that high above the ground so if she falls she won’t get hurt. She takes a deep 
breath, climbs onto the lowest branch of the tree, and ready, steady, go! She jumps 
off, flapping her wings as hard and fast as she can, but PLOP she falls onto the ground 
again. She sits there telling herself, “Maybe I’ll NEVER be able to fly!” and that makes 
her cry big sparrow tears. 
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Mommy sparrow hears her crying and calls out, “Little one down on the 
ground, flying is really hard in the beginning but you are super strong and 
super clever. Just keep on trying and one of these days you’ll be flying 
high”. Little sparrow is glad to hear her mommy’s beautiful voice so she 
stops crying and calls back, “I can’t do it, mommy, I just can’t do it! I’ve 
tried twice and it didn’t work! I’ll never be able to fly.” 

Just them mommy sparrow starts to sing to little sparrow, “Hush little one, 
don’t you cry, soon you will fly … The wind will lift up your wings, your 
feathers will blow in the breeze. Hush little one, don’t you cry, soon you 
will fly high as the sky!”  Her mommy’s song makes her smile and little 
sparrow closes her eyes and tries to imagine what flying will be like. Soon 
she feels brave enough to say,  “I want to do it mommy! I want to feel all 
those things! I’m going to try and try until I get it right!” And her mommy 
says: “Yes little one, I know you can do it!”

Before she climbs the tree again, little sparrow decides to do some running 
and flapping on the ground as warm up exercises. She runs and flaps this 
way, she runs and flaps that way, and she starts to enjoy the running and 
flapping, it makes her laugh. She can hear her mommy’s song in her ears 
while she is running and flapping, running and flapping, flapping and 
running, flapping and laughing. Then suddenly her little sparrow feet 
lift off the ground and she’s flying. She shouts, “Look at me, look at me, 
mommy – I’m flying!” It’s such a good feeling that she does the same 
thing again and again. 

Mommy is watching her running and flapping and lifting off the ground, 
and after a while she tells little sparrow, “Now you’re ready to try the  
tree again”. Little sparrow is a bit nervous but she climbs up bravely, 
balances on one of the higher branches and jumps! She flaps her wings 
like crazy and kicks her little sparrow legs and then something really 
awesome and amazing happens. Little sparrow soars up in the air, past the 
top of the tree, flying free. “Look at me, mommy”, she calls as she soars 
past their nest and mommy calls out, “Wait for me, little one. I want to fly 
with you!” 

When Mommy sparrow catches up with 
little sparrow she gives her a little peck 

on the cheek. “I’m so proud of you, 
little one, and so is your daddy. You 
are brave and clever and strong. You 
didn’t give up, you kept on trying and 

now you are flying high!” Little sparrow 
feels really proud of herself for not 

giving up. Now that she can fly, she knows 
nothing can ever hold her back. She is brave 
enough to take on any challenge with a big 

heart and strong wings. 
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Worry the wiggly 
wriggly worm
Author:  Natasha Botha

Artwork: William Loots

O
ooh wiggles, here it comes again! Worry, the 
wiggly wriggly worm starts shaking and 
trembling, trembling and shaking. He’s a long 
skinny earthworm with a very important job: 

he helps the soil to breathe so plants can grow. But 
he often feels so shivery and shaky and scared that 
he can hardly breathe. Poor Worry!

Worry has moved to a different part of the veld. The earth looks brown and healthy but he’s  
not having a good time. Craw-caw, craw-caw, noisy crows swoop above his head. Stomp stomp, 
big grey elephants march past him on their big grey feet. The giraffes are gentle and quiet but 
they are so so so tall their heads touch the sky. It’s all super scary for Worry, it makes him shiver 
and shake.

When the shaking starts, Worry feels stressed as can be. He can’t stop shivering and shaking, 
shivering and shaking. Scary thoughts start going round and round in his head and he starts 
feeling dizzy. “What if something happens to me? What if I get squashed? What if nobody likes 

me? What if I can’t find my home again? What if… What if… “

All of a sudden, a huge shiny bird lands in front of him. 
“Hi, dear worm, my name is Ha-the-Deda. I see you  
shivering and shaking but don’t be scared, I’m a 
vegetarian, I have no interest in eating you. Will you 
tell me your name and why you are here all alone and 
looking so worried?”

Worry bursts into big wormy tears and he tells Ha-the-
Deda his story all in one breath. “I don’t know what’s 
going on, I get scared and I start shivering and shaking 
and trembling and my thoughts make me dizzy and I just  
want to hide away and cry and I feel so lonely and my 
name is Worry.”
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“Phew”, says Ha-the-Deda. “So that’s how you got your name. But don’t worry, 
lots of worms feel the same way! You are not alone!  Sometimes it’s really hard to 
be a worm. All that wriggling and wiggling can make your head spin. I’m glad you 
wiggled across my path so we can go on an adventure together. You’ll meet some 
friends of mine who can help with the shivering and shaking and scary feelings.”

Ha-the-Deda is big and loud and scary looking so Worry feels nervous but he 
would like to go on an adventure, so he says. “Okay,” in a shivery shaky sort of 
voice.  

“First things first”, says Ha-the-Deda. “While we’re on our adventure, you have 
to do some Hadeda breathing.” “What’s that? It sounds difficult”, says Worry in 
his worried sort of voice. “It’s not at all difficult! It works like this. While you’re 
wiggling and wriggling along, take a d-e-e-p breath in through your nose and 
make a “HAAA” sound with your breath. Then breathe out through your mouth 
and make a “DEE-DAAA” sound with your breath. Okay?” Worry tries it once, he 

tries it twice, he tries it three times. It’s really 
quite easy and it works. Little by little he feels the 
shivers and shakes slowing down. He’s ready to go 
on an adventure.

On the way they meet Jerry the gigantic Giraffe 
who is nibbling leaves at the top of the trees. 

“Hi Jerry”, says Ha-the-Deda. “This is our little 
friend Worry. Please tell him how you get 
rid of shivers and shudders and shakes 
in your tummy.” Jerry looks down with a 
smile. His long eyelashes flutter just a little 

as he says, “I’ll tell you with pleasure. When I 
get shivers and shudders in my tummy I stretch my 

neck as high as I can. High to the sky. Then I look 
down and all around to see the wonderful things 

in the world. Why don’t you try it!”

Well, Worry does try it and it’s amazing! His neck will never ever reach the sky, 
but he can see wonderful things down here on earth. Bright yellow butterflies 
on the daisies. A small green grasshopper hopping around. A 
shiny blue dragonfly buzzing along. And is that a sunbird?  
There’s so much to see. As he looks at the wonderful 
world around him, Worry realises that the shivering 
has almost almost stopped.

Oops! Worry almost bumps into Molly Mole. “So 
sorry Ma’am, I was mesmerised by the amazing things 
I can see around me!” says Worry. She nods and Ha-
the-Deda greets her warmly, “Good to see you, Molly 
Mole. Our friend Worry sometimes gets a scary 
wobbly feeling in his tummy. I’m sure you have 
some clever advice for him.” “Certainly”, says 
Molly Mole. “As you know, my eyes are so weak 
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I can hardly see. So I pay special attention to the things I can 
feel around me. That really helps when I feel scared. Come on, 
Worry, let’s try it together. Close your eyes and wiggle your long little 
body on the soil, feel how soft and comfy it is. Now wriggle onto that 
tree log, feel the rough bark.” And so they go on, feeling everything 
around them. Worry realises that the shivers actually stop, just for a 
few minutes, but they actually stop. 

Just then Worry notices a tall blue-grey bird, even taller than Ha-
the-Deda, much skinnier and much quieter. It’s Carlo the Crane. He’s 
standing on one leg but he’s very well balanced. “Hi”, says Carlo the 
Crane. “You two seem to be having an adventure” “For sure,” says Ha-
the-Deda, “and we’ve come for some advice. What can Worry do when 
he gets scary feelings in his tummy?” Carlo thinks for 
a moment and then he answers in a quiet voice. “The 
first step is to keep quiet and listen. Close your eyes and 

count the sounds you can hear around 
you.” Worry closes his eyes and listens. 
He hears bees buzzing, birds chirping, 
leaves rustling, water splashing. 

Lots of calm sounds. He feels quite 
calm and relaxed, ready for an 

afternoon nap. 

“Not yet,” says Ha-the-Deda, “I want you 
to meet Palesa the Porcupine. Don’t be 
scared of her quills and listen carefully 

to what she tells you.” Palesa laughs and 
shows Worry how she uses her sensitive snout to snuffle for smells. 
“Close your eyes and do a big Hadeda breath. And another one. Now 
concentrate on the smells around you. Can you smell the soil? Can 
you smell the daisies? Can you smell 
the muddy puddle where the hippos 
bathe? Can you smell the mice in their 
nest?” Worry takes in all the lovely and 
not so lovely smells around him. While 
his mind is on the different smells, the 
dizzy thoughts disappear.

It’s been an awesome adventure 
and Worry feels calm and brave and 
powerful. His newfound friends have 
shown him different ways to get rid 
of the shaky, shivery, scary feelings in 
his body and the dizzy thoughts in his 
head. He is ready to go wriggling on 
his own. He waves goodbye to Ha-the-
Deda who flies away with his noisy 
friends to roost for the night. 
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Khanyi,  
the bringer  
of light 
Author:  Edith Kriel in collaborationwith Tozama Ngcongolo

Artwork: Aaliyah Osman

T
his story is about a little firefly with a wonderful name. Khanyi means the one who brings 
light.  You see, when Khanyi is happy the light in her body shines brightly like a spark from 
a fire or a tiny lamp in the darkness. Khanyi loved to fly along her own special path into 
the forest, between the tall green trees.  On happy nights she glitters and glows, sparkles 

and shines, and sings her favourite song: 

“This little light of mine, I’m gonna let it shine,

This little light of mine, I’m gonna let it shine,

This little light of mine, I’m gonna let it shine,

Let it shine, let it shine, let it shine!”

Khanyi had a sweet voice and singing this song always made her feel good. Sometimes she sang 
softly so she could hear the happy night time sounds of the forest. Sometimes she sang loudly, 
from the bottom of her heart, and all the forest creatures heard her singing from far away. Some 
of them loved to harmonise and sing along with her. Khanyi’s song filled the forest with happy 
music and her bright light let the forest creatures feel warm and safe. They all loved Khanyi’s 
happy nights. 
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But one night when Khanyi came flying into the forest, everything was 
different. The path was cold and very, very silent. There were no happy 
night sounds of the forest, there was no gentle night breeze, and when  

Khanyi tried to sing her song, no sound came. When she tried to shine her 
light, there was only darkness all around her. 

For the first time Khanyi felt alone and afraid in the forest. She wanted to fly 
away but just then she heard a loud buzzing noise in the darkness. Buzzzzz- 
buzzzzz- buzzzz! It sounded scary and dangerous. Buzzzzz- buzzzzz- buzzzz 
sounded in her ears and suddenly a group of angry  wasps started to circle 
around her. They flew faster and faster and faster, until she was spinning round 
and round. The wasps whispered mean things to her, they called her horrible 
names, they shouted at her, they hurt her. She was trapped in the middle, 
she couldn’t fly away, her wings weren’t strong enough.  Buzzzz-
buzzzz-buzzzz, they flew round and round and round! Khanyi’s head 
was spinning. She felt scared and confused and hurt. 

At last the wasps flew away, saying,“Never tell, never tell, never tell!” 
Khanyi fell down on the path and lay there, frozen with fear. Why, oh 
why, did the wasps attack her? What would they do if she told anyone? 
Would anyone believe her? What should she do now? It was a long time before 
Khanyi was able to get up from the path, shake the dust from her wings and 
find her way out of the forest. 

The wasps changed the forest for Khanyi. Never again was it the same peaceful 
safe happy  place. Every time Khanyi thought of the forest, she felt a cold-
lonely feeling grow inside her. It made her feel very scared and confused. 
She tried not to think about it but sometimes the cold-lonely-forest-feeling 
jumped out of nowhere and left her feeling frozen. Scared. Sad. Confused. 
Powerless.

The forest animals and the fireflies kept asking her, “What’s wrong, Khanyi? 
Please tell us what’s wrong. We want to see you happy again. Why don’t you 
sing your song anymore?  We miss your sweet song and we miss 
your lovely light.” Khanyi tried and tried. But the song 
stuck in her throat. The words and the music were lost. 
Her little light no longer glowed. She had no words to 
tell what the wasps did to her. And how could anyone 
understand the lonely-cold-forest-feeling? 

Day after day, night after night, the sad scared 
feeling grew heavier and heavier. But Khanyi 
said nothing.  She thought nobody would 
understand. Maybe they wouldn’t believe her. 
And what if she told and the wasps found out? 
Maybe the wasps would come back and hurt 
her again. What if she told her firefly family 
and they wanted to fight with the wasps? If the 
wasps hurt her firefly family, it would be her fault.

Slowly, summer turned into winter. One icy cold winter night 
Khanyi flew above the forest to the top of the mountain. There was 



snow all around.  Freezing cold snow. Icy slippery snow. Khanyi felt cold and 
shivery but she told herself, “There’s snow and ice as far as I can see but 
winter won’t stay forever. The seasons will change. Winter will change to 
spring and then to summer. The sun will shine, the days will become warmer, 
the ice and the snow will melt. The melted snow will help things to start 
growing again. The flowers will blossom, the fields and the trees will be green 
like before. And it will be firefly season again!” 

At the same time Khanyi was thinking about the seasons in her life. She 
remembered the happy summer time when her light shone so brightly in the 
dark and she sang her song.  She remembered the time in the forest when the 
wasps brought winter into her life. She told herself, “I’ve been in winter for 
too long. I can’t let the wasps keep me in winter forever. I don’t want them to 
have so much power over my life. I feel I’m ready now, for the spring and for 
the summer. I want to sing my song again. I want my light to shine brightly 
again. I want to be happy again.”

How could she do this? Khanyi thought for a long time and this is what she 
decided to do. “Every time the scary thoughts and feelings come back, I’ll take 
a deep breath, close my eyes and breathe out, and I’ll say, ‘This little light of 
mine’, and with the next breath, ‘I’m gonna let it shine’.”

And that’s what she did. Every time, she relaxed her shoulders, imagined the 
warm sun, and tried to feel the power deep inside her. She did this many 
times. She breathed in and out slowly, relaxed her body, and focused on the 
words of her song. Sometimes this stopped the scary-cold-forest-feelings 
right away. Other times she had to keep on trying, over and over again, before 
she felt warm again. But the more she practised, the quicker she felt safer and 
warmer. Sometimes she even felt little bubbles of joy inside herself and she 
sang her song. But sometimes it wasn’t so easy to sing her song, she needed 
support from the other fireflies. If they saw she needed help, they would stand 
close to her, touch her gently on her wing and softly sing the words with her. 
Then Khanyi knew she was not alone. And sometimes she felt the joy bubbles 
inside her. Not every day like before, but just a little at a time. 

Khanyi decided not to go back into the forest. She found 
other happy-places where she could feel  the joy bubbles 
inside her. And when she sang her old favourite song, 
“This little light of mine, I’m gonna let it shine”, sure 
enough, her little light began to 
shine again. She realised that the 
more she sang her song, the more 
joy bubbles she felt inside her, and 
the brighter her light shone. And 
when her light shone brightly, the 
cold-lonely-scared-forest-feelings got less and less.  
She had the power to change her season from cold 
dark scary winter to warm bright happy summer, full 
of song and firefly light. 

Shall we sing her song together?
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How Boetie surprised 
everyone
Author: Marita Rademeyer

Artwork: Carla Gaum
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B
oetie (which means ‘Little Brother’ in Afrikaans, one of South 
Africa’s languages) was a monkey, the bravest and most daring 
monkey in his troop. He loved hanging and climbing and swing-
ing and leaping. He could hang from a branch by two fingers. 

He could climb to the top of the tallest banana tree. He could swing 
from tree to tree without falling. He could ride on a giraffe, standing 
on his head. He could leap across the river where grumpy old Grandpa 
Crocodile lived. He was good at throwing things. As a matter of fact, 
he could hit an elephant between the eyes with a seed pod from ten 

trees away. Boetie was quick as a flash. He could snatch a 
bug from under a porcupine’s nose. He could steal 

a hair from a jackal’s tail or a feather from 
an owl’s nest. He could tie squirrels’ tails 

together in the blink of an eye. He could 
tickle a snake’s nose to make it sneeze.

So you see, Boetie had special and 
unusual talents. He could even growl 
like a lion to make buck stampede 
through the veld. It was a pity that 
the other monkeys (especially his 
Mother and Father) did not appreciate 
his talents! In fact, they said he had 
no talents and was no use to his family 

or his troop. When his Dad asked him to 
look after his little sister he teased her and 
pulled her tail. When his Mom sent him 
to fetch bananas for the family he came 
back with six bananas in his mouth. All day 
long his parents moaned and groaned and 
shouted at him: “Stop rocking the branch! 
Your sister is going to fall off! Who poked 
holes in the ant heap? Clean up your 
branch! Take those berries out of your 
nose! Who put that scorpion on Dad’s 
head?”

Boetie was just having fun and he could 
never understand why everybody was 
always shouting at him. His sister didn’t 
want to play with him. The neighbours 

complained about him. Everybody seemed 
to be against him. That made him feel sad 
and angry. So what did he do to make 
himself feel better? He put ants in his 
sister’s hair and he dropped banana skins on 
the cross old cobra. This, as you can imagine, 
caused even more trouble for Boetie.
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As time went by Boetie felt more alone and more angry. 
He was so angry he used to go deep into the forest 
to throw stones and break branches. Sometimes he 
shouted at the trees: “Just stop shouting at me, all of 
you! I’m sick of it and I’m getting really angry. Don’t you 
understand I just want a friend to play with?” But the 
forest didn’t answer him.

One night Boetie couldn’t sleep. His toes were twitching 
and his ears were itching and his tummy was making 
funny noises because he was hungry. He was a bit 
scared of the dark but the moon was shining so 
he went looking for something to eat – a banana 
or a big juicy insect, something to nibble on. He 
swung to the next banana tree and the next and 
the next but there were no bananas left, not one. 
So he jumped down to the ground and spotted a 
rock shining in the moonlight. He turned the rock 
over like his Mom and Dad had taught him – and 
there was a lovely fat juicy bug, fast asleep. He 
closed his eyes, swallowed the bug in one go, and 
burped loudly twice. When he opened his eyes 
he got the fright of his life – a huge leopard 
was stalking towards the trees where the other 
monkeys were sleeping.

Boetie’s body went weak with fear. His legs wobbled, 
his tail curled into a knot and his tummy felt very, very 
funny. He tried to scream but no sound came out. 
Then he remembered the time the spotted hyena 
almost bit off his tail and the time the elephant 
almost trampled him. He’d survived those 
dangers so he knew he could survive this one 
too.

He knew he had to save his family and the other monkeys so he began to 
follow the leopard, moving very, very quietly. He didn’t step on a single 
twig. All the time he was thinking very, very hard. He was too small to 
fight the leopard so what could he do to save everyone? All of a sudden 
Boetie thought of a plan. He knew that leopards are only afraid of lions 
and fire, nothing else. He knew how to roar like a lion and he also knew 
how to make fire.

(How did Boetie know how to make fire? Well, once he saw a rock fall 
and crash into another rock, making sparks fly, and the sparks made a 
fire in the dry leaves. From that day on Boetie practised making sparks fly 
to scare the ostriches and make them run like crazy. Soon he was quite 
good at making fire. He never told his Mom and Dad because he knew 
they’d say, “Don’t play with fire!”)
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The leopard was moving slowly but surely towards the tree 
where Boetie’s family were sleeping and he knew leopards 
can climb trees. His family didn’t know that a hungry leopard 
was stalking them so he had to act fast to save them. Boetie 
ducked behind a big tree, found two small shiny rocks and 
rubbed them together. Nothing happened! He tried again, this 
time a bit harder. Still nothing. He was scared to make a noise 
and alert the leopard but this time he rubbed really hard. 
There was a shower of sparks, some landed on a dry branch, 
and flames started flickering.

Boetie picked up the branch and followed the leopard. He 
practised his special lion growl under his breath. The leopard 
was only two trees away from his family tree when he put his 
plan into action. Slowly, with the branch hidden behind his 
back, he crept towards the leopard. He took a deep breath, 
and growling his best lion growl, jumped at the leopard, 
holding the burning branch like a spear. “Grrrowwl!” The 
leopard’s eyes shone in the dark, as big as plates, and he raised 

his paw and hit Boetie a single blow. Then he turned 
tail and disappeared into the forest, yelping in 

fear. Boetie was left dazed. He stumbled in 
the dark and bumped his head on a tree.

The yelping of the leopard woke the 
whole troop. They were amazed when 

Boetie crashed out of the trees and into a 
patch of moonlight. They asked each other, 

“Can it really be Boetie who saved us from 
the leopard?” While all the other monkeys 
were chattering in excitement, Boetie’s Mom 
and Dad climbed out their tree and went to 
their brave son. His tail was a bit burnt and 
his fur was full of leaves but otherwise he 
was fine. They hugged him and said, “Son, 
we are so proud of you!” Then they helped 
him into the family tree and his sister gave 

him a big hug.

Boetie, as you can imagine, was the hero of 
the troop. They were really proud of him. At 
last his talents were appreciated – well, some 

of his talents. Nobody ever got used to the 
way he ate scorpions when they were still 

alive and wiggling!



Alulutho the lion 

T
his is a story of about a young lion called Alulutho. Her name means “great helper” in 
isiXhosa, and Alulutho is always a great help to her parents.  Alulutho notices when things 
start changing at home in the lions’ den. Her parents used to be kind and nice to each 
other but now Mommy and Daddy Lion often growl at each other. They only do this when 

they think all the cubs are asleep, but sometimes Alulutho hears them. 

Alulutho gets worried when she sees there isn’t enough food for the family. That’s when Mommy and 
Daddy Lion argue a lot. When Alulutho asks Daddy Lion if everything is okay, he smiles at her and 
says, “Don’t worry,little one, sometimes grownup lions growl at each other. Now go and play with 
your friends.”  When Alulutho asks Mommy Lion if everything is okay, she says, “Don’t worry darling, 
everything is okay. It’s our job to feed you.” 

Then one morning when the cubs wake up, Daddy Lion is gone. Mommy Lion tells them, “Daddy has 
gone on a l-o-n-g hunt to get good food for you. I don’t know when he’s coming back, so I’m also 
going hunting for food. But don’t worry, I won’t go very far and lionesses are good hunters – maybe 
even the best hunters. Alulutho, while I’m away hunting, will you take care of the younger ones. I 
know I can depend on you.”

Author:  Alida van der Mescht

Artwork: Valeria Turner
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Alulutho is proud her Mommy trusts her to look after the little ones.  She’s a kind big 
sister and she tries to keep the little ones busy all day so they don’t have time to wor-
ry. She feeds them, she keeps them clean, she teaches them lion manners, she puts 
them to bed at the right time. If they are restless she sings them a lion lullaby. But she 
lies awake at night because she is worried. What is really going on? Did Daddy Lion 
really go hunting so far away? What if he never comes home? Why can’t her Mommy 
stay home and not go hunting for the whole day? Why is Mommy Lion so quiet these 
days? And why does she get cross and growl at the cubs for nothing? 

After a while life gets even harder for Alulutho. Mommy Lion stays away for hours 
and hours and sometimes she doesn’t come home at night.  Alulutho has to look after 
the cubs for days and nights at a time. The cubs are always hungry and sometimes 
there is no meat for them, just a few dry old bones. Alulutho doesn’t know what to 
do. She tries feeding them grass mixed with water but they spit it out. They howl and 
cry for Mommy and Daddy Lion. She tries singing them lion lullabies. She tries telling 
them lion stories. But the little cubs are too hungry, they want their Mommy and 
Daddy and they want more meat! 

Alulutho feels tired all the time, and sometime scared, and cross too. She worries 
about her Mommy and Daddy all the time. She asks herself, “Why can’t Daddy and 
Mommy just come home? It’s their job to look after us. It’s their job to feed us. I’m 
tired of being big sister all the time. I want to play with my friends. I want do my 
school work! It’s not fair!”

The cubs go to lion preschool every morning. Sometimes they are a bit late but 
Alulutho always gets them to school, even if they don’t have lunchboxes. Sometimes 
she’s so tired she falls asleep in class. Mrs Paws, her lion teacher, notices but she never 
scolds her. 

One day Mrs Paws says to the class:  “If you can see that your friends or your family 
are worried, show them you care! Ask what the problem is. A problem shared, is a 
problem halved.” Alulutho thinks  about this for the next few days.  She wants to tell 
Mrs Paws her worries. Maybe it will help to talk to her. But then, Alulutho remembers 
times when she asked other animals for help. When she spoke to Tortoise, she just 
disappeared into her shell. When she told Monkey what was on her mind, he laughed 
at her and swung through the trees to join his friends. Donkey said, “We all have 
worries, you know, so stop complaining.” Porcupine said nothing, she just shot out 
her quills and gave Alulutho a fright.  It was no use talking to the other animals but 
maybe Mrs Paws will be different. 

Alulutho decides to share her worries with Mrs Paws. After lion school she leaves the 
cubs playing outside and asks Mrs Paws if she can talk to her. Mrs Paws nods and 
smiles and Alulutho tells her everything. Her worries come pouring out. 

She tells Mrs Paws her worries about her family. How Daddy Lion left the family to go 
on a long hunt and nobody knows when he’ll be back. How Mommy Lion leaves them 
alone for days at a time when she goes to hunt for food. How hungry they get. How 
Mommy Lion is so tired when she comes home, she sleeps all day and all night. How 
cross Mommy Lion gets if the cubs wake her and beg for food. 

Alulutho tells Mrs Paws she gets very tired from looking after the cubs all the time. So 
she sometimes falls asleep in class. She says, “My parents named me Alulutho because 
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they expect me to be a big help with the little ones, but I’m just a cub. It’s too much for me but I hate 
to feel I’m letting everybody down. I just want things to be like before Mommy and Daddy Lion started 
growling at each other.”

Mrs Paw listens carefully and then gives Alulutho a big hug. She says, “Thank you. That was very brave of 
you to share your problems. I hope that together we can find some ways to halve the problems. You are 
such a kind, caring big sister. You take care of the little cubs so well, and that’s a very big responsibility. 
I’m going to think about what you’ve told me and I hope I can think of some ways to help.”

The next day Mrs Paws calls Alulutho closer. She tells her, “I know an old lady lion who may be able to 
look after the little ones sometimes. And on the days when you are very tired, I’ll let you sleep in the 
shade before you come to class. Then if you need help with your school tasks I can give you a hand.” 
Alulutho is happy with these ideas.  Mrs Paws also tells her that some others in the lion school help to 
look after their brothers and sisters. Alulutho is surprised to hear she’s not the only one. Then she and 
Mrs Paws come up with another plan. Maybe all the little cubs can play together sometimes and the big 
brothers and sisters can look after them together, or take turns to babysit. 

Alulutho asks the others and she’s pleased that three of them are keen to join her. They bring their 12 lit-
tle cubs together and it’s a lot of fun. The little cubs play catch-catch and hide-and-seek and tease each 
other. The big brothers and sisters share the responsibility so Alulutho doesn’t feel alone anymore. She has 
time to chase birds and butterflies with her friends, she can practise her lion tasks for school, and she can 
nap in the sun (lions love to nap!). She still has to take care of the cubs when Mommy Lion is away, but 
they get so tired from running around that it’s easy to put them to sleep.

Alulutho is very grateful to Mrs Paws for sharing her worries. It didn’t solve all her problems but it did 
solve about half of them! She’s glad she was brave enough to tell Mrs Paws her worries, she’s glad she 
was brave enough to ask the other big brothers and sisters for help. She can see how important it is to 
ask for help when she needs it. Okay, not all the animals were helpful, but she knows if she keeps asking 
she will find someone to help her.
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Fabulous Flatty and 
the big bully
Authors: Edith Kriel and Else Röhrs

Artwork: Jurita Burger
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T
here were many different cooking pots standing around the fireplace – big 
pots, small pots, pots of different shapes and sizes. Each pot had a different job. 
Some were used to boil water on the fire. Some were used to cook mealie meal. 
One was used to make meat stew. The biggest and roundest was a three-legged 

pot who was called Belly because he looked like a big round belly. Belly was used on 
special occasions to cook lots and lots of meat. The smallest pot was used to cook the 
vegetable relish to go with the meat. He was a flat-bottomed pot called Flatty. 
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Early one morning the pots were all washed and 
scrubbed as clean as could be. As they stood proudly 
in the sun to dry, they were chatting and laughing 
at one another’s jokes. They were all happy and 
excited because there was going to be a big party 
that night and they would each have a special job.

Belly started to tease Flatty as usual. He said, 
“Where did you get such a funny shape? You’re 
flatter than a pancake. You really look sick!” 
Flatty was a kind sweet pot who never said 
anything nasty to anyone. So when Belly 
teased him, he just looked down and 
wished he could be somewhere far away.

At first, the other flat-bottomed pots tried to defend 
Flatty. They shouted at Belly, “Flatty is fine – he is a very 
well-balanced pot! Just leave him alone.” But they were a bit scared of 
Belly because he was such a big bully. They kept quiet after Belly said, “Who 
do you think you’re talking to? Watch out or I’ll stamp on you till you’re 
even flatter than Flatty.”

Belly went on teasing Flatty all day long. He said things like, “Flat flat Flatty 
sat on the mat on the cat on the rat – stupid flat flat Flatty.” Some of the 
other pots who used to be Flatty’s friends also began teasing him. Flatty felt 
very, very hurt. He kept quiet but he asked himself a lot of questions: “Why 
are Belly and the other pots so mean to me? Surely they can’t be jealous of 
me? What did I ever do to hurt them? Are they scared he’ll turn on them if 
they don’t tease me? Do they think it’s funny or cool to tease? It makes me 
feel so bad and I don’t know what to do to stop them.” The teasing went on 
and on and on. Flatty didn’t want to be with the other pots at the fireplace 
any more. He felt awful.

In the afternoon, the cook came out and started making the fire for the 
party. He didn’t know the pots were bullying Flatty – he thought they all 
lived happily together. As the cook moved Belly to the fire, Belly kicked 
Flatty very hard with one of his iron legs. “Ouch! That was sore”, yelled 
Flatty, but Belly just smiled at him with a big mean smile. Flatty had a big 
dent in his side from the kick – it really hurt. But it hurt even more when 
the others giggled and said nasty things about him. The kick only hurt his 
outside but the cruel words cut into his heart.

There was a pile of wood near the fireplace. One big log saw what was 
going on. He said to Flatty: ”Hello, powerful and courageous one, I’m so 
pleased to meet you at last!”

Flatty spun around to see who was speaking. When he saw it was Log he 
said, “Who are you talking to? I’m the only one here and I’m definitely not 
powerful or courageous!”
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Log gave a deep laugh and said, “Don’t you see Belly is just a big 
coward? It’s cowardly to be cruel – it takes no courage at all. But it 
takes true courage to do no harm!”

Flatty looked at Log. “Um, that’s awfully nice of you, Mister Log, but my 
side is hurting so much right now that I don’t feel courageous at all.”

Log said in a kind voice, “I realise you are hurting outside and inside, 
Flatty. That’s because Belly and the other pots are trying to hurt you. It’s 
a strange thing but most pots hurt others in exactly the ways they are 
afraid of being hurt.“

Flatty looked at Log again, “Um, Mister Log, maybe you’re right. Please 
tell me what I can do to stop others from hurting me?”

Log said in a wise voice, “Flatty, keep reminding yourself that what 
they are saying about you is not true. Spend time with people who see 
your good qualities. Then look Belly right in the eye and say, ‘Belly, only 
cowards hurt other pots with words and kicks. If you want to be brave 

and powerful, use your strength to do good!’”

Flatty was thinking about all this when the cook came 
out. Cook looked at the food that Flatty had 

been cooking and commented: “Little flat pot, 
you always do your job well and cook the food 
just right. I can always count on you. Thank 
you.” Flatty smiled. He had a good feeling 
inside. He knew he had done well.



O
nce upon a time there was a cute, little. yellow chicken called Chicky.  Chicky 
liked to go for walks in the sunshine by the pretty flowers. He would go there 
on his own and never felt afraid. 

One day while Chicky was on a walk outside. A big dark cloud came over and 
covered the sun. Everything became dark and the wind started to blow very hard. Chicky 
was standing there all alone. Suddenly something hit Chicky hard on his wing. Chicky 
turned to see a big round piece of hail roll off his feathers onto the floor. He had never 
seen hail this big, ever! And with a deafening roar lots of hail began to fall from the sky, 
everywhere. Chicky was standing there all alone, the wind blowing him from side to side in 
the darkness and the hail hitting his little body all over. Each hail ball that hit him made his 
body sting with pain. And it just didn’t stop. 

Chicky was so scared. He tried to run or scream for some help, but his voice and his legs 
didn’t work. It felt like he couldn’t move. The wind blew harder and the hail balls fell faster 
and harder from the sky.

Chicky the little chicken
Author: Edith Kriel

Artwork: Healing Project, RAPCAN 2006
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After a little while there was a huge clap of 
thunder. Chicky jumped with fright. Somehow, 
he managed to find his way back to the chicken 
house in the darkness, but he was terrified. 
When he got to the chicken house his feathers 
were dripping wet, his body sore all over from 
the hail balls and he was shaking with scared 

feelings. Chicky saw that all the other chickens 
were also afraid. Over the noise of the storm there 

was a whole lot of squawking going on. Some of the 
chickens went to sit close to their families in a corner to feel 

a little more safe and warm. This helped some of the chickens. But when 
they sat close together some of them started to argue and peck at their 
family and friends sitting next to them. Chicky sat down and hid his head 
under his wing, trying to hide away from the awful storm.

The storm and hail carried on all through the night. It felt like it would 
never end.

Days later Chicky was sitting alone in the chicken house. He was too 
scared to go for a walk again. What if the darkness and hail and wind 
came back? Chicky was looking at the sand in front of him when it began 
to move. Chicky carefully watched the sand to see what would happen. 

Soon, Manny the Mole popped his head out from the sand. Manny said to 
Chicky ‘Why are you sitting here all alone?’ Chicky said that he was afraid 
to go for a walk outside because the storm and hail might come back. 
What if an even bigger ball of hail hit him on his head when he went 
outside. ‘I think it is better for me to stay inside then the storm can’t get 
to me’ Chicky said. 

Manny thought a little and said: “Chicky I know that you are scared. The 
storm was very scary. Do you think we could do something to help you 
with the scaredness?” Chicky wasn’t sure but then Manny said: “I know, 
let us tell some of the other chickens, hens and roosters about how the 
big storm made you feel so scared. Especially the balls of hail that hurt 
your body. Maybe the other chickens can be on the look-out if another 
storm comes. Then they can tell all the other chickens to stay inside the 
chicken house and be safe from the storm.” So, this is what they did. 
Chicky told some of the other chickens, hens and roosters. They all  
said that they would help keep Chicky safe and let him know if they saw 
another storm coming, especially one with big balls of hail. 

But Chicky was still afraid that the storm would come back again. So, 
Manny said: “Chicky, I think maybe we could come up with another plan 
to help you feel safer when you go outside. No-one really knows when a 
storm may come back, even a little one. But we could build something  
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to keep you as safe as possible, even if another storm comes.  
Chicky and Manny began to walk all around the chicken house, looking 
under each nest and in every corner. They carried a whole pile of things 
to one side of the chicken house and then spent a long time building 
and hammering. 

The next morning as the sun was coming up Chicky started to feel 
excited. Today he might be able to go outside of the chicken house and 
not feel scared anymore. So, he began to get ready. When he finally 
came out of the chicken house Chicky had on a helmet made from 
bottle tops which covered his head. This was so that if the hail ever came 
back, and hit him on the head, his head would be protected and not get 
hurt. He also had on a protective coat made from pieces of cooldrink 
bottles that he and Manny had sewn together with string. This would 
keep his body safe from the hail. 

At first it was a little difficult to walk around with his protective gear, 
but Chicky soon got used to it. When the wind would start to blow, 
Chicky would look up into the sky to see if there was a storm coming. 
And although he was still a little scared, he knew that the protective 
gear he and Manny had made would help keep him safe if ever there 
was another big storm with balls of hail.

Chicky and Manny now enjoyed going for long walks in the beautiful 
sunshine by the pretty flowers and trees. Chicky finally felt happy  
and free. 
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Danni the big fluffy bear-dog
Author: Alida van der Mescht
Artwork: Valeria Turner

W
oah! What is that? Is that a dog or a bear?” Danni would often hear passers-by say 
this to her human. Her human would give a little chuckle and say “a precious dog 
that looks like a bear”, and rub Danni on her head. 

Danni never understood why people asked that question. Sure, she was a really 
big dog. A really really big dog, that was brown and bear-like. But she was a dog after all. Her 
brothers and sisters were just as big as her, so Danni never really noticed that she was bigger. 
All her giant fluffy brothers and sisters have gone to new homes, and Danni came to live with 
her new human. She was a really special human – she gave Danni lots of hugs and treats and 
made her feel like a princess at home. 

“
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Sometimes Danni would go for walks with her human, which she really enjoyed. She loved 
the wind in her fur, the fresh air smells in her nose, and all the pretty flowers and clouds 
out there. Her favourite part was digging in mole hills to try to say hello to the little 
creatures underground. Her favourite though was running on the beach, on the golden 
sand through the blue waves. 

All these things were lots of fun. Now that Danni had grown, she saw that she was a lot 
bigger than all the other dogs around her. Of course, this didn’t bother Danni at first – 
size doesn’t really matter, does it? But Danni soon saw that the other dogs would move 
away from her when she was walking in their direction. “That’s a little strange! Do they 
not see that I just want to say hi”? She was confused that the other dogs looked scared 
when she came closer. “I am a playful kind bear-dog, why is everyone so afraid?’ thought 
Danni. She would look up to her human, and her human would smile at her and rub 
Danni’s head. Danni really liked this, but she was still a confused by the other dogs. 

One day, Danni’s human took her to a play place. There were all sorts of things to do 
there, and oh so many friends! Dogs of all shapes and colours were running around 
happily. Some of them were playing chasing each other, some of them were doing tug-
of-war, and some just lay in the shade next to each other. Danni even saw a few dogs 
digging a hole together – and digging was one of her favourite things, and she was very 
good at it! She was so excited! Danni ran full speed to join the new friends with their 
digging, but when she came closer, the other dogs ran away in all directions. Danni was 
now extra confused. “What am I doing wrong? Why do the friends run away? Do they not 
want to play with me?” Danni wondered. She was hurt that they didn’t want to play with 
her and she let out a little yelp. “Oh no! There must be something wrong with me! Why 
does nobody want to play with me?”

Danni’s human saw that she was feeling sad and confused. She sat down by Danni’s side 
and gave her a giant bearhug. “I can see you really want to play with the other dogs, my 
girl, but I see they run away when you get closer – is that why your heart is hurting?”. 
Danni lowered her head onto her human’s lap. She didn’t know how to say human words 
so that her human could understand what she was feeling, and that made her feel even 
sadder. “I wonder if the other dogs maybe feel a little scared to see such a big dog like 
you. Sometimes creatures get scared of things that they have never seen before. And 
I know they have never seen a big brown bear-dog like you. You my girl, are one-of-
a-kind.” Danni’s ears perked up and her human 
continued “But you know what? They don’t 
know that you’re not just big, but that 
you also have a giant, kind heart and a 
super clever brain and that you are 
really good at playing doggy games. 
I wonder how we can show them 
that you are not scary at all, but 
rather just a big fluffy teddy bear?” 
Danni sat in silence for a long time 
with her human while she rubbed 
her big head. Suddenly Danni jumped 
up! You could see she has come up with 
a clever plan. 
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Danni took some doggy treats and doggy toys from her human’s bag 
and packed them out in front of her. She lowered the front of her 
body as close as she could to the ground, to make her body look a little 
smaller. But at the same time, she lifted up the back of her body and 
wagged her tail from side to side as wide as she could so that the other 
dogs could see she wanted to play. She stood wagging her tail only for 

a little while before the first dog-friend came closer. The dog-friend 
looked at the treats and toys, and then at Danni. You could see 

the friend was not quite sure if he should be scared or not. 
But then he saw Danni’s friendly face and big wagging tail, 
and he started wagging his tail too! 

Danni nudged a treat closer to the dog-friend with her nose, 
and the friend happily took it. Danni now pushed a toy to 

the friend, and he took it in his mouth and started running 
away. “Oh no!” Danni thought sadly, “the friend took 

my toy and then ran away from me. He must be 
really scared” But the friend stopped, looked back, 

and wagged his tail. He was waiting for Danni to 
chase him! Danni loved this 
idea! She ran as fast as she 

could to try to 
catch her new 
dog-friend, 
and they ran 

around all over 
the dog park 
together. After a 
while, the other 

dog-friends started 
joining their game. It was so much fun! Danni barked little 

happy barks while she ran with her friends. She felt so happy 
in her massive, fluffy, caring heart.

When Danni was back home resting after her adventure in the 
park, Danni realised that sometimes creatures (and humans!) are scared 
of what they do not know. This doesn’t mean that they will never like 
you, it just means that maybe they need some extra help taking the first 
steps to getting to know you. And once they know you, they will love 
you! It doesn’t matter your size or shape or colour – it’s what is in our 
hearts that’s important. Just like all of Danni’s new found friends. 
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Olly and the Spider
Author: Alida van der Mescht
Artwork: Valeria Turner

O
lly is a big cat with a super round fluffy tummy. He loves eating, sleeping in the gar-
den, running up and down the stairs chasing moths, and lying on the couch where his 
human sits. Olly really has an easy life! His human loves him very much and she makes 
him feel safe. 

One day, Olly’s easy life is turned upside down. He is planning to have a relaxing nap in his 
favourite spot on the couch when he notices a big rain spider on the living room wall! The 
spider must have come in when he was asleep in the garden. Olly can handle many things – 
yucky hairballs, stinky socks, noisy garbage trucks, bossy dogs – but not a spider. Definitely not. 
When he was just a little kitten he was bitten by a spider. His human took him to the animal 
clinic and the vet gave him injections. Two injections! When he remembers that time, he gets 
the shivers. Every time Olly sees a spider, even if he just thinks about spiders, he feels scared 
and a bit sick in his tummy. Spiders can be scary – their long hairy legs, the creepy way they 
move, those eyes watching and watching.  
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The rain spider is high on the wall above the couch. It’s 
a very hairy, very scary spider. Olly goes cold when he 
looks at it. His tummy lurches and turns over and does 

a backflip. His ears start twitching. His fur stands on end. 
His claws come out. His heart beats loudly. He can hardly 

breathe. He wants to howl for his human but he can’t even do 
a little “meow”. He just stands there staring at the eight-legged 

monster on the wall. What if it touches him? What if it’s the same 
horrible spider that bit him all those years ago? What if he gets bitten again? 
What if his human isn’t home to take him to the clinic? What if … what if …?

Olly is scared, scared, scared, and he’s desperate to get away from the spider. 
He walks backwards to his human’s bedroom, never taking his eyes off the 
scary spider. In the bedroom, he jumps under the bed. It’s a bit dusty, it 
makes him sneeze, but he doesn’t care. He squeezes his eyes shut. If he closes 
his eyes tight enough maybe the spider will be gone when he looks again. 
Quite soon Olly falls asleep under the bed. It’s not a relaxing peaceful sleep 
because he has horrible nightmares. In his nightmares the rain spider grows 
bigger and bigger and bigger. It’s ENORMOUS! Much bigger than Olly. Then 
the horrible horrible ENORMOUS spider grabs Olly by the tail and takes him 
to a really ENORMOUS sticky spiderweb. Olly is scared he’ll be stuck there 
forever. He wakes up with a loud “meeeoooww”. He shakes his head again 
and again and again to get the horrible scary nightmare out of his head. But 
the shaking doesn’t help. 

Maybe he’ll feel better if he can see what the spider is doing in the living 
room. Maybe the spider is just minding its own business. Maybe it’s silly to 
be so scared. Maybe he’s being a scaredy-cat. So Olly peeps through the 
doorway. He can’t see the spider so he slowly takes two steps forward. He still 
can’t see the spider. Where can it be? Is it hiding somewhere? Is it waiting 
to catch him? Slowly, he moves to the middle of the room. The spider is not 
on the wall where it was earlier. Where has it gone? Olly looks around. No 
spider on the other walls.  No spider on the ceiling. No spider on the floor. 
Is it somewhere else in the house?  Or is it hiding? O no! Olly is so scared 
his tummy feels sick again. He’s breathing too fast and his head feels sort 
of dizzy. Hot and cold at the same time. He feels like bursting into tears. He 
really really wants to escape but he’s too scared to move! He thinks, “If the 
spider finds me I’ll never be able to run away. It will attack me and I won’t be 
able to move. The spider has won and it’s going to gobble me up for supper.” 

It’s a long long time before Olly’s human comes home. She finds Olly 
standing in the middle of the living room. His fur is sticking up all over the 
place, his tail is flicking, his claws are showing. She bends down to cuddle 
him and sees he’s shaking so she sits down on the floor and puts him on her 
lap. She starts stroking his head softly and whispers to him “I don’t know 
what’s going on, Olly, but I can see you are really scared. Did the dogs from 
next door chase you? What made you so scared?” When she holds him  
close, Olly wriggles and squirms a bit, then settles down. His human makes 
him feel safer. 
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When she looks around she spots something next to the TV. Some skinny 
spider legs are sticking out! Four long skinny rain spider legs! There’s a rain 
spider behind the TV. She knows Olly is really scared of spiders because of 
what happened when he was little. She’s a bit nervous of spiders herself but 
she whispers in Olly’s ear, “Don’t worry, I’ll take care of it”. Olly is grateful she’s 
willing to face the monster for him. Olly’s human takes a deep breath. Then 
she picks up the spider in a glass jar, very carefully. She takes it outside, very 
carefully. She puts it in the neighbour’s flower garden, very carefully. Phew, 
that’s done! 

Olly’s human pours him some milk. He has a quick drink and then she strokes 
his soft fur, over and over, until he starts to purr. She says, “I’m happy to hear 
you purring but don’t fall asleep. I want to tell you have something important.” 
Olly opens one eye, then both eyes, and sits up to listen. This is what his human 
tells him, “I know spiders look really scary with their eight furry legs and lots of 
tiny eyes. And it’s scary seeing a spider inside the house. But remember, you are 
bigger and cleverer than any spider! You know I’m also scared of spiders and I’m 
going to teach you five things that help me when I have scary feelings. You are 
a very clever cat so you will soon learn. Okay? Let’s try this together.

1.  Look around you with your clever cat’s eyes. Can you see five of your 
favourite toys? Let’s name the ones we can see. 

2.  Listen carefully with your clever cat’s ears.  
Tell me four different things you can hear.  

3.  Use your clever cat paws to feel the things 
around you. Can you find something soft, 
something that feels rough, and something 
smooth?

4.  Use your clever cat’s nose and tell me two 
things you can smell right now. 

5.  Don’t forget your clever cat’s tongue. What 
can you taste on your tongue right now, at 
this moment?” 

Olly’s human explains, “Sometimes when we get 
scared it feels as if the scary feelings take over 
our bodies. But doing these five things can help 
us feel less scared. Just remember: use your eyes, 
use your ears, use your paws, use your nose, use 
your tongue. All five!” Then she tickles his ears. 

These days Olly is still a little scared of spiders, 
but if the scared feelings take over he knows 
some things he can do. He knows he is strong 
and clever and super cute, and he knows no scary 
feelings (not even scary-spider-feelings) can ever 
take that away from him! 
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M
arcus was a young vervet monkey who lived with his Mom and Dad in a tall 
tree next to a river. The river flowed gently and the water was very clear. When 
Marcus woke up in the morning, he could hear dragonflies buzzing and ducks 
quacking.

Marcus’s tree was next to Auntie Molly’s tree and Grandpa Martin’s tree. Marcus loved 
his tree – he loved the smell of the leaves and the feel of the bark. At night his parents 
snuggled next to him, keeping him warm and safe. Sometimes his Mom’s tail tickled him, 
or his Dad’s snoring interrupted his dreams. If he woke up in the night, he listened to their 
deep breathing and soon fell asleep again, feeling very safe.

One day, Marcus’s parents started arguing. He heard them shouting at each other. “It 
was your turn to clean out the empty insect shells – you’re so lazy!” and “You spent all 
the berries I was saving”. (Did you know that vervet monkeys use berries as money?) They 
argued about everything, but the worst was when they argued about Marcus:

“It’s your turn to fetch Marcus from monkey school.” “No, it’s your turn!”

“You’re spoiling him – that’s why he’s so naughty.” “Nonsense – he’s really well-behaved, 
everyone says so.”

They went on and on, shouting at each other. In the end Marcus’s Mom started crying 
and his Dad stormed out of the tree, very angry. Marcus felt sad and lonely and scared. He 
hated it when his parents were fighting. He wanted his Mom to stop crying and he wanted 
his Dad to come back. What could he do to make them stop fighting? He thought: “Maybe 
it’s my fault they are fighting because I ate that butterfly when Mom told me not to and I 
dropped some berries. Maybe if I behave better everything will be all right.”

That night Marcus’s Dad did not come home. Marcus felt cold without his Dad sleeping next 
to him. He had a scary dream that an eagle caught him and took him far away. He heard 
his Mom crying in the night. The next night and the next night and the next night, his Dad 
still did not come home. For a whole week his Dad didn’t come home. His Mom sat on the 
branch, crying and crying.

Marcus got more scared, more sad and more lonely. He still played with the other young 
monkeys but it was no fun. Sometimes he didn’t even play, he just sat on a branch and tried 
not to cry. He went to school in the morning but he couldn’t concentrate on his work. He 
kept thinking that maybe an eagle had caught his Dad. He kept worrying that maybe an 
eagle would catch his Mom. Then he would be all alone with nobody to look after him.

Marcus and the 
crunchy bugs
Author: Marita Rademeyer

Artwork: Patricia van der Walt
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Marcus heard his Mom talking to Aunty Molly and crying 
and crying. He heard her talking to Grandpa and crying. 
They stopped talking when they saw him.

A few weeks later Mom said: “Marcus, this afternoon you 
must go and visit your Dad. He’ll come and fetch you.” 
Marcus was so excited he jumped up and down. Then he 
asked his Mom, “But where’s my Dad been for such a long 

time and why isn’t he living with us?” His Mom just said, 
“You better ask your Dad yourself”. Then she started crying 
again.

When his Dad came to fetch him, Marcus saw that he 
was much thinner and he looked angry-sad. Mom was 
sad-angry and she told Marcus, “You tell your Dad not to 

come into our tree”. Marcus had to take his leaves and 
things and meet his Dad on the ground.

Dad and Marcus walked to Dad’s new tree. It was a 
far way to walk. Dad’s tree was smaller than Mom’s 
and it didn’t smell as nice but Marcus was so glad 
to be with Dad that he didn’t worry. He loved 

being with his Dad but he missed his Mom at night.

Marcus had lots of fun every time he went to his 
Dad. They played games in the trees and they had 
take-away insects for dinner. Sometimes he didn’t 
brush his teeth with his tooth-stick and he went to 
bed much later than with Mom. Marcus loved being 
with Dad. But he also loved being with Mom. She made 

special food for him. She trimmed his nails and brushed his fur and read him a 
story every night when she tucked him into bed.

Every time Marcus went home to Mom, he was glad to be with her but he 
missed Dad again. He thought: “When I’m with my Mom I miss my Dad. When 
I’m with my Dad I miss my Mom. I’m always missing someone and it makes me 
sad. Who will protect Mom when I’m with Dad? Who will play with Dad when 
I’m with Mom?”

Marcus could see from his Mom’s face that she was not happy when he went 
to Dad. He could see on his Dad’s face that he was sad when Marcus went 
back to Mom. One day his Dad told him, “Son, your mother and I are living 
apart so we won’t argue any more”. But Marcus knew they still had lots of 
arguments. He often heard them arguing about maintenance. When Marcus 
asked his Dad what maintenance was, his Dad said, “Maintenance is how 
many berries I have to give your mother every month so she can buy things 
she needs to look after you.”

One day when Marcus heard his Mom and Dad arguing about him, he hid 
behind a tree and listened carefully. His Mom said: “Marcus is always sad 
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and difficult when he comes back from visiting you. Maybe it’s better if 
he doesn’t visit you any more.” Then his Dad said, “He’s never sad when 
he’s with me so maybe he should come and live with me.” Marcus felt sad 
and scared when he heard them. He wished he was still a baby living with 
his Mom and his Dad in their old tree – with no more fighting, no more 
crying!

But Marcus couldn’t go back to his old life. He went on living with his 
Mom and then with his Dad, then back to Mom, then back to Dad. This 
made Marcus feel different from all the other monkey boys and, as you 
know, monkeys don’t like to feel different from other monkeys.

One day Marcus was sitting under a tree with his friend Peter Porcupine. 
Peter asked him: “Why are you looking so sad these days?” Marcus told him 
about his Mom and Dad. Then Peter told his story. “My Mom and Dad are 
living in separate burrows, you know. They used to have terrible arguments. 
When they got really angry, they hurt each other with their prickly quills 
and sometimes my sisters and I also got hurt. When they argued, my sisters 
and I had to hide away from their flying quills. It was really scary!”

Marcus asked Peter, “Did your Mom and Dad stop arguing when you and 
your sisters got hurt?” Peter said, “Sometimes they stopped but sometimes 
they forgot about us. They used to get angry as soon as they saw each 
other. I was really scared then but now I know that they both love me. 
When they argue and hurt each other I say to myself, ‘They are angry with 
each other, not with me.’ Now I can look the other way and still love them 
both.”

Marcus felt better when he heard Peter Porcupine’s story. He saw that 
Peter was a happy little porcupine, even though his parents were living 
in different burrows. Marcus said to himself: “One day I can be a happy 
little monkey again even if my parents are living in different trees!”

And that’s what happened later. Marcus learned that it wasn’t 
his fault that his Mom and Dad felt sad-angry and angry-
sad and it wasn’t his job to make them better. He learned 
that he could love being with his Mom and love being 
with his Dad, even if his Mom and Dad did not like 
being with each other.

Marcus’s parents still argued when they saw each 
other. So what did Marcus do? He made a plan. He 
kept a secret supply of crunchy bugs – and if his 
parents started to argue he put a bug in his mouth and 
crunched hard.

Then he couldn’t hear them arguing and that 
made him laugh and laugh in the way only 
vervet monkeys can laugh.
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Fluffy plays again



Fluffy was a happy, friendly, cuddly puppy. She lived with her Mom and Dad 
and lots of brothers and sisters. Fluffy liked to play with her friends. Her 
favourite games were catch-catch and hide-and-seek.

One day Fluffy was playing hide-and-seek with her friends. It was her turn to 
keep her eyes closed and count to 50 while all her friends ran away to hide. 
“One-two-three-four-five …”, she counted, and then all the way to “48, 49, 50”. 
When she got to 50, she called: “Ready or not - I’m coming to find you!” and 
she opened her eyes.

Fluffy got a big fright when she opened her eyes. A big tall man was coming 
towards her and he was shouting at her. Fluffy felt really scared. All her friends 
were hiding so she was all alone. She didn’t know what to do. Next thing the 
man grabbed her by the scruff of the neck. He was really hurting her. Fluffy 
cried in her little puppy dog voice. She wished her Mommy and Daddy would 
come running to chase the horrible man away. But he kept on shouting and 
hurting her. It felt like a very long time before the man went away. Fluffy lay 
there whimpering and shivering. She was too scared to move.

The sun was going down when Fluffy heard her Mother calling:”Fluffy, where 
are you? Fluffy, Fluffy, where are you, my puppy?” She made a very small 
whining sound and her Mother came running. She gave Fluffy a big hug and 
said: “I’ve been looking for you everywhere! Never mind, you’re safe now, my 
puppy – let’s go home before it gets dark.”

Mommy helped Fluffy to get up and took her home to their warm house. Fluffy 
lay down in her bed and Mommy put a nice warm blanket over her and made 
her some nice puppy tea. Fluffy told her Mommy all about the scary man. 
She still felt a bit shivery and scared. That night Fluffy slept right next to her 
Mommy. She had a bad dream about the horrible man but her Mommy hugged 
her tight until she went back to sleep.

The next morning Fluffy’s friends came to play but she didn’t feel like playing. 
She wanted to hide under her blanket. Mommy sat next to her and said: ”I 
know you still feel a bit scared but you’re safe now, my puppy. I’ve got a 
plan to help you feel safe and then you can play with your friends 
again. They are missing you.” Mommy took Fluffy’s blanket 
and carefully chewed off a corner. She tucked it under 
Fluffy’s collar. She said, “There you are. This can be your 
safety shield. If you feel scared, just smell this little piece of 
blanket or rub it. It will help you feel safe again.”

That afternoon Fluffy’s Mommy went outside with her and 
stayed nearby while she played with her friends. But soon, 
Fluffy was running around with her friends. Her Mommy could 
see that her tail was wagging with happiness. If she felt a little 
scared she rubbed her collar with the piece of blanket.
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Once upon a keyboard
Author: Natasha Botha
Artwork: Roy Janse van Rensburg
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T
his story begins in a computer shop where a crowd of keyboards are all waiting and wait-
ing to see who will buy them and take them home.  Will it be a kind friendly human who 
will use the keyboard for friendly messages? Or will it be a mean cruel human who will 
use the keyboard to hurt and harm others?  Kind or cruel, the keyboards don’t know the 

answer, they just have to wait and see who will buy them. 

Two of the keyboards become good friends while they are waiting to go to their new forever homes. 
Toshky and Asusi daydream about accessing the worldwide web and visiting all the wonderful places 
they have heard about. They are keen to play those amazing action-packed games and speak to other 
keyboards all over the world! 

They are excited but also scared because they know that some humans use keyboards to hurt and 
harm others. It isn’t the fault of the keyboards, it’s the humans who are at fault. The humans just plug 
in the keyboards and start typing and typing whatever they like. It’s the humans who are in control 
and the keyboards are at their mercy. 
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Toshky and Asusi wait and wait for humans to buy them and take them home. At last 
the day comes. They are sad to say goodbye to each other and to their friends but they 
are very excited to go to their new homes. It’s time to explore the world! 

Toshky’s human is a young boy who loves to play online games. He uses Toshky to 
chat to friends in countries that Toshky has never even heard of. Toshky is fond of 
his human and he’s proud that he makes it possible for him to connect with other 
keyboards. Toshky meets lots of other keyboards who are just as proud as he is. 

Then one day, something awful happens. Toshky’s human gets a very mean, hurtful 
message on his computer from another keyboard: “You are good for nothing! You 
are stupid and useless and funny looking and nobody in your school likes you.” The 
messages keep coming, they go on and on, and they become threatening and really 
scary

The messages make Toshky’s human very sad and upset. And sometimes he gets so 
angry he punches Toshky’s keys hard when he is playing games. Other times, he just lies 
on his bed and doesn’t touch his keyboard. Toshky knows he has to do something to 
help, but what? He thinks and thinks about what to do.  

Then one morning, while his human is at school, Toshky has a good idea. He remembers 
that every computer has its own unique code. If he knows the code he can figure out 
where the hurtful messages are coming from. He starts exploring but it isn’t easy to 
find the code because the world is a big place and there are so many special codes!

At last, Toshky tracks down the keyboard that is being used to send the awful 
messages. He can’t believe it! The messages come from a keyboard he knows very well 
– from his long-time friend, Asusi. What’s going on? He messages Asusi right away and 
five minutes later she replies. She is very upset. “My human is using me to send horrible 
messages to your human - and to others as well. I wish I could stop her but she types 
whatever she likes.”

When Toshky asks, “But why is she doing this?”Asusi tells him a secret: ‘You know, when 
my human was younger she used to get cruel messages like the ones she’s sending 
now. She didn’t know what to do. She didn’t know any adults to speak to. She just kept 
getting more and more horrible messages. This made her into a very unhappy human - 
and next thing she started typing horrible messages to hurt other humans. It’s kind of 
strange but that’s how it happened.”

“Eish”, said Toshky.”That’s really sad and awful. She got hurt so now she hurts others. 
We have to do something or more keyboards will be forced to send harmful messages 
and more humans will get hurt!”  

Asusi thought about it and then she said to Toshky, “I think if my human stops feeling 
hurt she’ll stop hurting other humans. But I can’t change what happened to her, I can’t 
make her feel better. All I can do is stop her typing cruel messages. From now on every 
time she tries to punch letters on the keyboard to write hurtful words, my keys will get 
stuck. The keys will only work when the words are positive and helpful.”  And that’s 
how Asusi gets her human to start using better words.  One time, Asusi’s human is so 
frustrated with the stuck keys that she wants to throw the keyboard in the recycle bin, 
but she changes her mind when the  keys start working properly again. It takes a while 
but in the end Asusi’s human realises that it’s easier and better to use positive words. 
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Asusi is happy to see her human making new friends and having fun 
without being nasty. But sometimes Asusi’s human forgets. She goes 
back to her old bad habits and starts typing something mean, and 
then for some strange reason, the keys get stuck again. She even types 
to one of her new friends, “I think my keyboard is trying to teach me a 
lesson!”

On the other side of the world, Toshky is planning to help his human 
stop feeling hurt and sad. What a surprise when his human comes 
home from school with a big smile on his face. Toshky finds out why, 
when his human types this message to his friend, “I was getting so 
many horrible messages I didn’t know what to do. I felt shy to tell my 
class teacher, she’s always busy, and I thought she might laugh at me, 
but yesterday she asked me why I looked sad so I told her. She listened 
and then she said, ‘Don’t worry, my boy. It’s my job to protect you and 
there are other adults who can help – but there’s one thing you must 
do right away. You must block the people who are sending the horrible 
messages.’ I didn’t know how to block numbers but she showed me 
and it’s really quite easy. She also promised to report those numbers 
to the people in charge of the website. Hey, I feel much better now, I 
don’t feel so alone, I don’t feel scared!” Toshky’s teacher also arranged 
to speak to his parents about getting better security on his computer. 
That means Toshky can’t make contact with other keyboards on his 
own anymore, but he’s okay with that because his human is safe and 
happy again.

So that’s how things 
get better for Toshky 
and Asusi and their 
humans. Every 
keyboard can be used for 
right or wrong, for hurting 
or healing, it’s humans who must take 
responsibility.  We all need to remember that not everything we 
read on the internet is the truth. What other people say to you 
is not always true - and what other people say about you is 
not always true. It’s painful when people tell lies about you 
and say cruel things about you, but please don’t suffer alone, 
talk to an adult you trust, maybe a teacher or a family member, 
like Toshky’s human did. It’s your life and you must decide whose 
opinion you value.

Tshepo’s sandals



Tshepo’s sandals
Author: Marita Rademeyer

Artwork: Dewalt Meyer
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L
ong ago, Sun said to Mother Earth, “I’m sending you a special name. Keep it with 
you so that one day you can give this special name to a special child.” The special 
name was Tshepo, which means hope in seSotho, one of the languages spoken 
in Southern Africa. Sun wrapped the name in a sunbeam and sent it down to 

Mother Earth who kept it safely, close to her heart.

Who would be given this special name? Mother Earth waited and waited until one day 
a special baby was born and she called him Tshepo. He was a healthy baby. He drank his 
mother’s milk, he slept well and he learned to smile at the people around him. In time, he 
started eating solid food, he learned to crawl, to stand on his own two feet, and to walk. 
He always walked barefoot.

As Tshepo got better at walking he went further and further away from his home. One day 
he walked out of the village into the veld for the first time. He saw lots of amazing things 
he’d never seen before. He saw huge trees with rough bark and tender leaves. He saw little 
insects scurrying on the ground. He saw graceful buck that were curious about him but 
ready to run away.

Tshepo had a wonderful time exploring the veld but when he returned home at sunset his 
feet were sore from walking on thorns and stones. He had seen some people wearing shoes 
to protect their feet so he started looking around for a pair. He found what he 
was looking for under a bush – black shoes with silver buckles and thick, thick 
soles. The shoes were much too big for him and at first he could hardly walk 
in them but he was determined. He wore the shoes a little longer every day 
and he got used to them. In the end he even wore the shoes when he 
went to sleep!

When Tshepo went walking in the veld the shoes protected his 
feet. That was great but the trouble with the shoes was that 
they trampled the delicate veld flowers. They squashed insects and 
butterflies. They flattened mole hills. Once they even chased a rabbit and kicked it.

One day Tshepo sat on a rock, thinking about things. He watched the butterflies touching 
the flowers. He watched the grasshoppers jumping in the grass. He listened to the birds 
singing. He loved the veld and the flowers and the creatures and didn’t want to hurt them 
but he needed to protect his feet so he could walk freely in the veld. 

What should he do?

In the end Tshepo decided to make his own sandals. He collected bark, leaves, grass and 
reeds and spent time weaving and sewing. He fashioned an amazing pair of veld sandals.

They fitted him perfectly and he went walking in the veld with a happy heart. This time 
he didn’t hurt the veld at all. One or two small thorns and a very small stone got into his 
sandals but it was easy to get rid of them.

Tshepo put the big black heavy-buckled shoes back where he found them. Sun and Mother 
Earth smiled when they saw him. Sun said to Mother Earth, “The boy is worthy of his 

name. He knows those shoes aren’t right for him. He’s made his own sandals 
so that he can walk the way that he knows is right for him.” That 
night Tshepo slept peacefully on his sleeping mat – a special boy with 

his special sandals ready for the morning.



How Lion came through 
the storm
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O
nce upon a time, many, many years ago when 
animals all lived together in peace and har-
mony, Lion and Rabbit were good friends. They 
used to talk to each other and had some excit-

ing times together. Lion, who was big and strong, lived 
among the trees and his little friend Rabbit lived with 
her family in a warren under the ground.

One afternoon the two friends noticed big, black rain 
clouds in the sky. Rabbit, not wanting to get wet, ran for 
safety to her family warren. Lion had no place to hide so 
he went to shelter under the tallest tree and thought he’d 
be safe there.

The wind blew furiously, the rain clouds came closer 
and closer, and lightning flashed across the sky. 
Rabbit was snug and safe underground. Lion 
thought he was safe under the tallest tree 
but lightning crashed into the tree and 
sent him flying into a thorn bush. 
Thunder roared from the sky, 
louder, much louder, than 
Lion could roar. The rain 
pelted down and Lion 
was wet as wet 
can be. Slowly he 
crawled out of the 
thorn bush and 
started to lick his 
wounds. Just then, 
huge hail stones 
began to fall from 
the sky, hitting him 
on the head and all 
over his body.
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Lion wanted to run but where to? Wherever he looked there was rain 
and hail, thunder and lightning. It was a huge storm. Trees were blown 
over. Baby birds fell out of their nests. Animals ran around in a panic, 
looking for shelter. Lion wished he had a safe place to go, like his friend 
Rabbit. It took a long time for the storm to calm down. Lion was cut and 
burnt and bruised by the hail and lightning and the thorn bush. There 
was storm damage all around – only a few trees still standing, broken 
nests and helpless baby birds on the ground, injured animals. It was a  
sad sight.

Just when the trouble seemed to be over, the animals were hit by 
another terrible storm. There was no escape from the hail and the rain 
and thunder and lightning crashed around them. At last the second 
storm blew over. The sky was still dark and the thunder still rumbled in 
the distance but the animals knew the storm was over – for now.

Lion was too bruised and too weak to move. He had lost his energy, his 
strength and his will to live. He just lay there under a tree. The whole 
world looked dark to him. When the sun came out from behind the 
clouds he did not even notice.

What about Rabbit? Rabbit was safe in her warren during the storm. She 
was just a bit wet so she came out to dry herself in the sun. She hopped 
all over looking for Lion. She was almost ready to give up when she saw 
him lying under the tree. Rabbit was very happy to find Lion but Lion 
hardly even noticed she was there.

So what did Rabbit do? She stretched up onto her tip-toes and 
whispered in Lion’s ear, “My friend, I know you had a terrible time in the 
storm. You lost your special tall tree. You saw lots of animals get hurt 
and you have painful scars from the storm. I can’t make the hurt go 
away but I know that deep inside you have the courage and the power 
you need. When the time is right you’ll find the energy to get better and 
carry on with your life.” Then Rabbit helped Lion to find a soft patch of 
grass to lie on in the sun.

Rabbit knew it would take time for Lion to recover and find his courage. 
She knew the storm was still raging inside him. He had to overcome the 
storm inside him. He had to do it himself – she couldn’t do it for him. 
And so she hopped away quietly, thinking about her friend every step of 
the way.

Lion lay there on his patch of grass, day after day, not wanting to move. 
His body ached and he was confused and sad and very scared. Rabbit 
was very worried about her friend and she came every day to check on 
him. Every day she whispered in Lion’s ear; “Remember, deep inside, you 
have the courage and the power you need. When the time is right, you’ll 
find the energy to get better and carry on with your life.”
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As Lion lay there on his patch of grass 
he noticed how many things had been 

changed by the storm. He felt as if 
the whole world was upside down. 
How could it ever come right again 
after such a terrible storm? Every 
time he saw Rabbit she reminded 
him, “Deep inside, you have the 
courage and the power you need. 
When the time is right, you’ll 

find the energy to get better and 
carry on with your life.” 

One morning Lion woke up and the world 
felt different. All of a sudden he wanted 

to see the sun and he wanted to talk to his 
friend. He tried to stand up but his legs wobbled and 

he fell over. The second time he tried was just as bad but the third time he 
managed to stand up for a few minutes.

Then Lion began to walk very slowly. He was so weak he could only go a 
few steps at a time but he wanted to walk to where the sun was shining 
and he wanted to find his friend Rabbit. He told himself: “I have the power 
deep inside me to get to the sunshine. I will trust my inner power. I will not 
give up”.

After walking for a long, long time Lion found a good place to rest in the 
sun. Rabbit was happy to find him there. Lion told Rabbit, “I still have 
terrible scars from the storm but the storm is over now and the sun is 
shining”. The sunshine made Lion feel warm inside. His heart felt alive 
again. So you see, it took a long, long time for Lion’s body to heal from the 
storm but he was brave, he did not give up, and he found the power within 
himself to heal his heart.

Lion and Rabbit helped some of the animals who had been injured. They 
worked together to rebuild their homes. They never forgot the terrible 
storm but they were able to live happily and be friends again.
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B
ushy was a happy little squirrel who lived in a forest amongst all 
the big trees.  Bushy was named after her beautiful big bushy tail 
and she would hold up for everyone to see.  She had lots of friends 
and together they ran and jumped from branch to branch. They 

enjoyed playing hide-and-go-seek, and ran races all through the forest.  
They really enjoyed life.

Bushy had a special tree where she often would go and play.  In this tree was 
also the squirrel hole where Bushy was born and lived as a little baby squirrel.  
When Bushy was in this hole she felt safe and warm, and sometimes she 
would even fall asleep there.  The other squirrels did not know that this was 
such a special place for Bushy.

Early one morning, the animals heard terrible loud noises.  The animals felt 
afraid and confused. They did not know what to do. Then the animals saw 
people with big machines walking through their forest. The animals ran for 
their lives. They ran until the noises were far, far away.

Bushy - The Squirrel
Author: Edith Kriel

Artwork: Healing Project, RAPCAN 2006
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Finally, after a few days, the animals decided to see if they could go back 
home again. They were scared and worried about what they would find 
back home in the forest.

When the animals got back home, do you know what they found?  Many of 
the biggest trees in the forest had been cut down. Bushy looked around and 
saw that her favourite special tree was also cut down. It was just lying there 
on the ground.

“Oh no!” Bushy cried.  “This was my favourite tree and now it is gone.  
Where will we play now. Where can I go when I want to feel safe?”

Poor Bushy. She was so sad that she started crying. Her family and friends 
tried to comfort her, but it did not make her feel any better.  She had lost 
something that was special.  

It took Bushy a long time to get used to the idea that her special tree was 
gone.  But slowly Bushy started to play with her friends in other trees. She 
got used to not having her tree, although she did miss it from time to time. 
Later Bushy found another tree that was also nice to be in, it was nearly as 
good as her special tree.  

She felt better again.
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Sebi the dung beetle
Author: Edith Kriel

Artwork: Anri Botha

O
nce upon a time there was a young dung beetle called Sebi. Sebi got her name 
because she worked hard every day – she couldn’t remember a single day in her 
life when she didn’t work hard. (Sebi is short for Sebenza which means work in 
isiZulu, one of South Africa’s languages.)

Day after day Sebi collected animal dung and rolled it into balls with her back feet. Most of 
the time she worked with her back feet in the air and head down on the ground, upside down 
and back to front. All the other dung beetles did the same all day, every day. Whenever she 
wanted to take a rest, one of the others would remind her, “You can rest at night but in the 
daytime dung beetles don’t stop working for a minute!”

Sebi was sick and tired of rolling dung the whole day. She really wanted to change her life. 
She hated the smell of dung and her little feet got sticky and smelly from working with 
dung all day long. Sometimes she pretended to be pushing balls of the sweet-smelling honey 
that all the animals loved to eat. At night the smell of dung bothered her so much that she 
couldn’t sleep properly. She was haunted by the dung balls. She even had bad dreams about 
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pushing gigantic dung balls all day and all night! Sometimes she lay 
awake at night, when all the other dung beetles were fast asleep. 
She thought the other dung beetles would never understand 
how she felt.

Sebi kept worrying about how smelly she must be. The other 
animals wrinkled their noses at her, and sometimes they teased her for 
doing this dirty, smelly job. That made her feel dirty and smelly inside. After a  
while she stopped talking to the other animals and kept away from them. That made her  
feel quite lonely.

And every day Sebi rolled more dung balls – but she was working slower and slower. She really 
didn’t want to do this job any more. She wanted her life to be more than rolling dung balls. 
But she wasn’t sure what else to do because that’s what dung beetles do. All the other dung 
beetles seemed content to roll their balls all day. Why did it bother her so much?

Days and months went by and Sebi felt worse and worse. She was waiting for something to 
happen to make her feel better, but nothing did happen. And so one day she woke up and said 
to herself, “I can’t go on like this. Today something must change. I must do something to make 
things change. Today is the day I must decide what to do.”

Well, something did happen. It happened when Sebi stopped for a moment, got on top of her 
dung ball and had a good view of the veld. She saw the pretty flowers and the bright colours 
that made her happy, she smelt the sweet smells of the veld, and her heart jumped for joy.

Sebi asked herself, “How can I find some way for my work to make me happy for a change?” 
And at that moment she decided to change her life. She told herself, “I was created to be a 
dung beetle and I will always be a dung beetle. I will always roll dung balls and I know that 
dung beetles do an important job. But I can see a way to change my life – I can use my dung 
balls to make a beautiful flower garden! Yes, that’s what I’m going to do!”

And so Sebi chose a patch of sand for her garden. She spent days and days rolling dung balls 
to her patch and spreading the dung over the sand. Then she collected seeds from flowers that 
were going to seed. She sowed the seeds carefully, making sure that each one had enough 
sunlight and water to grow.

Every day Sebi came to take care of her little flower patch. She was happy when the first green 
leaves came up. She was really excited when the little flower buds began to open. Day by day, 
more flowers began to bloom. The patch Sebi had planted became a beautiful garden, full of 
different colours and fragrant scents!

The bees and other insects came to collect pollen and soon animals came from far and near 
to see Sebi’s beautiful dung ball flower patch. The other dung beetles stopped rolling dung 
and came to look at what she’d done. Some of the visitors understood that Sebi had turned 
something smelly and sticky into something beautiful and sweet-smelling. They asked each 
other, “How did she do this? What’s her secret?” The answer is that Sebi decided to make her 
life happy, no matter what. She made a choice to be happy.
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Kasumi, the warrior princess
Author: Alida van der Mescht and Edith Kriel
Artwork:  Saskia Kriel
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J
ump! Run! Kick! Crouch! Hide! Fight! Kasumi, the Warrior Princess, has 
done it all. She is the main character in an online game and she does 
exactly what her Player wants her to do. She has become really good at 
fighting enemies and overcoming every challenge in the game. 

Kasumi’s life is action-packed and full of adventure. She’s been to the bottom of 
the deepest ocean. She’s been to the top of the highest mountains. She’s been in 
some really scary places. She’s come face to face with really dangerous enemies. 
Yes, Kasumi has faced challenge after challenge and time after time she’s been 
the champion. When anyone asks her, “What’s the secret of your success?”, she 
smiles and says, “It’s really quite simple. I’m Kasumi, the Warrior Princess”. 

One day, Kasumi had to fight a powerful enemy at the top of Mount Fuji in 
Japan. The mountain top is always covered in snow – which is an active volcano 
that could erupt at any time. So, it was a scary place for a fight. Her opponent 
was strong and strategic but Kasumi faced the challenge and won the fight. She 
was the champion again, and her Player was proud of her.

After the fight Kasumi stands near the top of Mount Fuji and looks around. The 
sun is shining, the snow is dazzling, life is wonderful. Kasumi feels on top of the 
world.  Little does she know that her life is about to change… 

As Kasumi moves down the mountain, the weather changes. She starts to shiver 
with cold. Every bone in her body feels tired. Soon, she finds herself in a forest. 
A dark forest where the sun never shines. The tall trees make a dense canopy 
overhead and the forest floor is thick with thorns and fallen branches. She tries 
not to fall on the path.

Kasumi has heard of this dark forest. She knows if you get lost here, you may 
never find your way out again. All the trees look the same. For the first time in 
years, she feels frightened. “Where am I? How can I get out from this scary dark 
place?” Kasumi panics. She feels overwhelmed by the dark. 

Suddenly Kasumi stumbles and falls. All the breath is knocked out of her. She lies 
on the forest floor in the dark, struggling to breathe. Then she starts to cry. She 
looks up, hoping to see some light. But there’s no light to be seen, only a heavy 
grey mist that is slowly sinking down to the ground. Through her tears Kasumi 
shouts, “No, no, if the mist comes down I will be lost forever. Please, please, 
somebody rescue me!” But there’s nobody to rescue her. She is on her own. 

Soon the mist is swirling all round her. The whole world looks dark. No more 
colour, no more light. Kasumi can no longer see the trees. She feels lost and 
confused and very lonely. She tells herself, “I can’t just lie on the ground, I must 
get up, I must find a way out of the mist. But my body feels so heavy I can’t even 
move, I can’t breathe properly. What’s wrong with me? How long have I been in 
this dark forest? How long have I been in this mist? Is it day or night? This mist is 
taking over my life. I can feel my energy slowly draining away.” 
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As she lies there on the cold forest floor, Kasumi thinks, 
“I used to be a powerful Warrior Princess - but now if my 
Player called me for a new challenge I would be useless! I 
have my armour and my weapons, but I have no energy, I 
have no life left in me. I can’t even stand up.  I’m good for 

nothing. If my Player could see me now, he would delete me 
from the game.”

The mist makes Kasumi lose all hope and confidence. “I’m becoming 
invisible, and soon I will disappear. Nobody will miss me. My Player will replace 

me. But I don’t care anymore. I just want to lie here on the forest floor and die.” 

She feels so alone. There is no one there to guide her out of this mist. She needs to 
find strength and guidance inside herself. Kasumi already has the power she needs 
- inside herself, she just doesn’t know it yet. She has the power to take on any 
challenge and defeat the enemy. But what will help her to realize this?

Just then, Kasumi notices a tiny golden ball of light. The light seems to be floating 
in the mist, a little way down the path. Is it telling her something? She struggles 
to crawl towards the glowing light. The effort leaves her exhausted. But every time 
she breathes out, the mist clears just a little, enough to give her a glimpse of the 
path ahead. So, she focuses on her breathing, in and out, in and out, long slow 
breaths. With every deep breath, she sees how the mist moves away. Soon she can 
see a little further down the path.

The glowing light seems to intrigue Kasumi. She pulls herself up to a sitting 
position and rests against a tree. She’s really tired but she’s not so cold and she 
feels a little safer. She can see now that she’s sitting on a patch of thick green 
moss. It’s almost like the moss knows she needs a soft safe place to rest. The moss 
makes her think of other things that make her feel safe. Her grandmother’s shawl, 
peacock feathers, butterfly wings, dolphins surfing the waves …

While Kasumi is thinking, the glowing light floats further down the path. It’s out 
of reach, almost out of sight. Her heart sinks. How will she be able to follow it? But 
then she hears soft music. And the music seems to be coming from the light. It’s 
amazing. The music touches her heart, it makes her feel brave again. Is it calling 
her to follow the light? Is she strong enough to follow? Kasumi drags herself down 
the path, listening to the music, following the light. 

Something strange is happening. Whenever she moves her body the mist clears in 
front of her. The more she moves, the more the mist clears. She says to herself, “The 
mist moves when I breathe, the mist clears when I move. I must keep breathing 
and I must keep moving if I want to stay alive”. 

By now Kasumi is standing on her own two feet. She walks slowly, carefully, step 
by step. When she stops to catch her breath, she realises the music has faded away. 
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But she can still see the golden light hovering near a tall tree. She watches as the 
light moves up, up, up to the treetop. Her eyes are drawn up to it. How strong the 
tree is, standing tall in the mist. Even in the cold darkness, this tree has found a way 
to be bold and stand tall. 

Kasumi leans against a tree nearby. She keeps her eyes on the light. What is it 
telling her? She sits down on the ground to do some thinking. She thinks about 
trees, big bold trees that stand high above the ground. She thinks about their roots 
that grow deep under the ground. Their roots that grow unseen and give them life. 
She thinks about what this tree can teach her. “When I was a Warrior Princess I 
used to be strong and bold like this tree. But I never thought about my roots, the 
hidden part of me that I never knew, that gave me my strength. Perhaps I should 
explore it”.  

The light keeps moving further down the path, a lot further than before. Kasumi 
feels she will never be able to reach it, she is not strong enough, but takes a deep 
breathe and tries. She stands up and walks slowly towards the light. It seems so 
far away. While she walks along the path she tells herself, “I have enough strength 
within me. Some of my strength I know about, some I don’t yet know. I know I may 
not be strong in the same way as before, but it’s also true that I may be strong in 
ways I never ever imagined.”  Kasumi is curious to know what new things she will 
discover about herself. Her steps feel a little stronger and more determined. She 
walks on, following the golden light. And slowly she feels her energy coming back.

When the golden light starts to bounce from one tree to another, Kasumi watches 
it closely. “What are you trying to tell me, light?” She notices how the light bounces 
off the tallest strongest trees. As it bounces faster and faster, the mist clears. 
Kasumi sees that she’s standing in the middle of a circle of trees. Tall strong trees 
that the mist was hiding from her. She turns around, 
looking at each tree in the circle. Yes, they are all tall 
strong trees, standing upright in the forest. She 
thinks the trees may have an important 
message for her. “Here I am, standing in 
the middle of the circle with all these 
trees around me. What are they 
telling me? These trees were 
hidden in the mist but they 
each have their own strength 
and power.  I think this is 
telling me there is strength 
outside of myself that I did 
not know existed. Strengths 
from friends and family, 
perhaps”.
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Kasumi remembers when she learnt how to fight in challenges and to be a 
warrior princess from the experienced masters. She realises how much she 
misses conversations with the wise and friendly Warriors. She remembers 
how much strength they gave her. And maybe there are other sources of 
strength outside of herself that she could learn from or even lean on?  

Wait, something is happening. Something she never expected to 
experience again. Her Player is logging in to do another challenge. And 
he has chosen her to be his Warrior Princess! She begins to feel a tiny bit 
of excitement, excitement that she lost in the forest, in the mist.  Is she 
confident enough to try a challenge? Will the wise new insights from the 
forest be able to help her?

Kasumi notices that the mist is slowly disappearing. Now she can look 
back on her experience in the forest. Being lost in the dark forest in the 
cold mist was the most difficult challenge of her whole life. The mist had 
overwhelmed her and she believed she had no hope and strength and 
also had no-one to lean on for support. Yet, this challenge showed her 
so many things about herself. Even a Warrior Princess can get lost in the 
mist. Even a Warrior Princess can lose hope. But she was able to defeat 
the dark cold enemy that overwhelmed her in the forest. She truly is a 
Warrior Princess!

She has learnt lessons that will help her in future. She knows she must try 
to keep moving forward in the dark, step by tiny step. She knows she can 
use her breathing to create a path through the mist. She knows how to 
reach deep inside herself to get in touch with her strength. 

Kasumi hopes she will never have to face another such challenge. Never!  
She knows there is always strength around her and inside of her. If 
someday she finds herself in the mist again, she knows it won’t be the end 

of her. She knows it’s okay to not always be 
okay. She knows she can find her 

way through the mist, even if 
it threatens to overwhelm her 

again. She knows all of this, 
because she is Kasumi, the 
Warrior Princess. 



The story of Boy and Girl
Author: Edith Kriel
Artwork:  Bernice Miya
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B
efore Boy and Girl were born, they lay warm 
and safe inside Mother’s belly. But sometimes 
they heard shouting and screaming that echoed 
through Mother’s body. That was when people 

were fighting. Sometimes pain raced through Mother’s 
body like lightning. That was when someone was hitting 
or punching Mother. And so even before they were born, 
Boy and Girl knew about Violence.

Violence was already part of their life when they came into 
this world.

Their life was not violent all the time. Sometimes there 
was love and respect and laughter in their home and Boy 
and Girl played happily. Those were good times that they 
treasured in their hearts. But sometimes there was anger 

and hatred and Violence was in their home. Sometimes 
Violence came suddenly, even when they were having 
good times.

And so, Boy and Girl lived with the fear of Violence. 
They knew the frightening sound of Violence. They 

knew the terrible smell of Violence. They knew the bitter 
taste of Violence. They felt the sharp pain of Violence in their own bodies 
when they were beaten. They knew how many things were destroyed by 
Violence.

At first the Violence in their home made Boy and Girl sad and scared. They 
wanted to escape the Violence but how?

They tried to escape by dreaming about a wonderful world where they felt 
safe and loved. But when the Violence in their home continued, they felt 
angry and began to hate people.

And so, Boy and Girl learned to be violent, like the people around them. They 
had different ways of showing Violence. Boy would kick and punch, hurting 
people and breaking things. Girl would call people bad names and scratch 
and slap. Sometimes she would even cut herself, wanting this life of Violence 
to be over.

Boy and Girl thought the Violence was only in their home, not anywhere 
else. But when they peeped into other people’s homes they saw that Violence 
ruled many places.

One day, Boy and Girl were walking together in another neighbourhood. 
They saw a little child playing happily in the garden until his Mother and 
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Father started shouting and screaming inside the house. He stopped 
playing. His whole body went stiff and he started to cry. Boy and 
Girl remembered how their Mother and Father used to fight in their 
home and how frightened they were.

At that moment, something changed deep inside Girl and Boy. 
They saw that Violence never solves any problems. Violence always 
hurts people and makes them feel afraid and lonely. Violence makes 
people stop trusting each other. Girl and Boy decided: “Never, 
never again will we let Violence have power over us – we won’t let 
Violence rule our hearts. We’ll live without Violence.”

And so, Boy and Girl began their journey to a new life without 
Violence. They knew it was the right thing to do but it was 
sometimes very difficult. They had to learn small step by small step. 
They had to practise a new way of being with other people.  
If something was bothering them, they had to learn to tell people in 
a respectful way and not lash out with their fists. They had to learn 
to touch people in a loving, caring way. They had to learn that if 
respectful words and caring touch can’t solve the problem it’s best 
to walk away.

Slowly, one day at a time, Girl and Boy learned how to respect and 
care for the people around them. They also learned a very important 
lesson, that if you are kind to the people around you, you are also 
being kind to yourself.

Years later, when Girl became Woman and felt a child move in her 
own belly, she made a promise: “My child, you will never know 
Violence.” Girl, now Mother, wanted her child to live a life of respect 
and love, not Violence. Girl, now Mother, did everything in her 
power to avoid Violence. And Boy, when he became Father, loved his 
children with his whole heart. He promised:  
“I will never let Violence touch my children.”

And so, Girl and Boy gave their children 
a very precious gift of caring and 
peace. They hope their children will 
pass on this gift to their grandchildren. 
Then this gift of caring and peace can 
be handed from generation to 
generation.
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I warmly welcome this beautiful new book, ‘Rainbows of Hope - Healing Stories for Africa’s Children,” which uses 
storytelling to help children heal from the trauma that results from violence.  

Stories can generate empathy and compassion. They can help transform pain into joy, suffering into hope. We need to 
use all the tools at our disposal to help those who experience violence realize their rights and achieve the healing and 

justice they deserve. 
As the world moves into building forward better after the COVID-19 pandemic, this book will be an important resource 

to support the mental health and wellbeing of children, both within and beyond Africa. 

Dr Maalla M’jid, Special Representative of the Secretary-General on Violence Against Children, United Nations

Children’s rights can never be over emphasized, in the words of Nelson Mandela, children are the rock on which our 
future will be built, our greatest asset as a nation, as such if we don’t invest in their rights and in their healing, we will 

have a broken society. 
The South African Human Rights Commission (SAHRC) is very appreciative of Jelly Beanz’ work to provide a platform to 

help children heal, create an atmosphere of hope and teach children to express their feelings in a positive way.
In a world full of so much pain and anger, children need safe platforms to engage and deal with their pain and loss. 

SAHRC is particularly happy that Jelly Beanz provides the psychological assistance children need to overcome trauma 
and it is hoped that this assistance is also accorded to children who read the book

South African Human Rights Commission

Each and every child has the right to be loved, to learn, to play, to be safe and to grow up in a caring home. And when a 
child has been traumatised and victimised by violence, the child has the right to access support and treatment.

How do we deal with this trauma? Stories help. They are a wonderful means to address trauma in a safe and helpful way. 
This beautiful, lovingly produced therapeutic story book offers every child strength and support and motivation in the 

journey of healing.

Justice Edwin Cameron, Constitutional Court of South Africa (ret)

COVID-19 is having a devastating impact on families’ economic, social and psychological well-being. Unfortunately, 
children bear the brunt of the effects of the pandemic with limitations to movement, contact with family members

and peers, and ability to play. Storytelling is a unique way of helping children and families cope with stress and anxiety. 
“Rainbows of Hope – Healing Stories for Africa’s Children”, assembles beautiful tales that empower children and families 

to start conversations around difficult subjects.

Christine Muhigana, Representative, UNICEF South Africa

As a Paediatrician who has worked in child protection for most of my professional career, I realise the value of 
storytelling to give children messages about trauma and healing. Story telling can be more effective than more formal 
information giving, enabling children to engage with their struggles and solutions at various levels. Telling and reading 

children stories brings adults and children closer together. These stories are so inspirational! May they provide healing to 
millions of vulnerable abused and traumatised children. 

Dr Rajeev Seth, President of the International Society for the Prevention of Child Abuse and Neglect (ISPCAN)
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